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TOWER STREET ARCH BRIDGE AT FERGUS

By A. W. CONNOR*

ljrj, e illustrate in this article a reinforced concrete arch 
Qnt**e over the Grand River, recently completed at Fergus, 

je’’ ^°r the county of Wellington. The bridge proper ha= 
clear^^ °1 too feet and clear span of So feet.
Cafri ,r0adway °1 16 feet and 
spanj 0n brackets at each side. It is a bridge of the open- 
Subsid'el tyPe’ carl"ied on two ribs, resting on which are 
The QIary sPandrel arches, columns, floor beams and slabs. 

Pen spandrel arches are purely ornamental. Fig. 3
cross-section which indicates

getting in the foundations, were blasted off. The rock thus 
thrown into the stream formed a convenient means of reduc
ing the depth of the water for setting of falseworks, 
old stone east abutment, which was in poor condition, 
also taken down and thrown into the river, the ends of the 
steel bridge being supported by a temporary wooden bent. 
The new west abutment was in front of the old and 
carried partly below it.

The abutments were built larger than shown on the 
plan, being flared out to give a larger bearing on the rock.

The falseworks 
were then erected 
in the bed of the 
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bridge. The old 
structure was then 
taken down with 
a gin pole, and 
short bents on top 
of this carried the 
centering.

The forms for 
spandrels and 
columns were then 
set up. The align
ment was kept bv 
stretching two cop
per wires in the 
line of the span
drels and at the 

level of the crown of the roadway, which was cambered 8% 
inches at the middle of the span. Care was required to get 
the floor beams and the circular openings in the spandrels 
at the proper levels. These circles were formed with sheet 
iron. The panel points on the ribs were finished approxi
mately horizontal, and reinforcing rods set in to receive the 
columns, which were 12 inches by 48 inches wide.

All the columns were then built to the level of the floor 
beams. The beams and floor slab were then built together 
and the floor finish (a 1 \i mortar) applied as the work pro
gressed from either end. The steel for the cantilever brackets 
was left projecting. There brackets were next built up to 
the underside of the sidewalk slab. The curb, sidewalk and

above the
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fleet .'“a a steel 
bridge,nr0nneCted
abuttn °‘ 75 feet span, centre to centre, 
shoty ents, built on the same ledge.
Utent’ rock has been undercut by the water.
Uvoi, the new bridge have been carried further :iac' 

by ,, uture undermining, and the arch design was avo 
holy 6 en£ineers, as the thrust of the arch woul un 
athounf tbe structure, even if partly undermine • 
faces ,°^ the undermining was carefully determine an 
fr°sions tho abutments were set about five feet c ^"were 
bafllv Some of the projecting portions of 
'' -^J^cked, and these, together with parts necessary
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The bridge was built under the following committee : 
G. M. Fox (warden), J. A- Wilkinson, J. M. Young, C. 
Steele, and G. Cassie.

The reinforcing steel was supplied by the Trussed Con
crete Steel Company and by Steel and Radiation, who sup
plied twisted squares, 
supplied by the London Concrete Machinery Company.

The engineers were Bowman and Connor, $6 Toronto 

Street, Toronto, Ont.

The moulds for the spindles were
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F|S. 2.—view Partially Showing Under Portion of Bridge.

V

left for these spindlesA led$Te in the top of the lower rail was 
and this was then grouted in.

The roadway is finished as an ordinary 
°0r> with a crown of 2 inches. The curb is 9 

*** Tat at some future time asphalt blocks or 
Material

concrete bridge 
inches high, 
other paving

may be used.
Concrete cross walls were built up at 

ridge. At the east end retaining walls 85 

. *35 feet long at the other side carry
nl8rade level. The railing on the retaining wa s , ilt t0 
, e with panels and posts at 16-foot centres. striking
^arrnonize with the railing on the -bridge, but less stnkmg

as n°t to detract from the arch itself. . . t
h;- The bridge was designed as a parabolic arc^ ^ q{ 
th SfiS t0 carfy a live load of 125 pounds per - 
Ï; r.°adway and ,00 pounds on the sidewalks. The 

^ is also figured to carry a concentrated oa

both ends of the 
sidefeet on one 

the roadway down 
is a solid

and

and 6

Jjgnugr;, vest v*.

w

wmt

Completion.
pig. 6.—View of Bridge on

to extend theThe Newfoundland government propose 
telegraph system around the seaboard of the island, 500 miles 
having been -built in the past four years, with a prospect of 

being constructed during the present season ; also

variationo°fnL°n two axles io-foot centres. A temperature

degrees Fahrenheit was also allowec 0 • proper,
Rre are 316 cubic yards of concrete m coSt of

Cnd cross walls, which are 100 feet apar• eaSt ap
pro *as about $4,800. The retaining walls ^
^*>3oo COnta*ned 204 cubic yards of concrete

250 more
to build three more wireless stations on Labrador and to 
establish a telephone system for St. Johns and a number of

Mth
Tis

aboutand cost the outlying places.

613engineerTHE CANADIAN
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All the concrete was mixed in the proportion of 1:2:4 
surface treatment except a wash of cement 

The finish was very good and
There was no 
and waterproofing mixture, 
reflects great credit on the contractor, Mr. W. M. G. Davies, 

of Stratford, Ont.
The bridge proper was begun in July, i9u> and finished 

before winter. The retaining walls were built the following 
spring. No crack -has yet appeared in any part of the bridge

sidewalk slab,
finished before the base had set.

The forms for the hand-rail posts and upper rai 
then set up, the spindles, which were cast as the wor P ' 
pressed from C.I. moulds furnished -by the county, we 
in position and the upper rail cast around the tops o

were
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thatof the results of the investigations
conclusions reached by their 1ASTRONOMICAL STUDY OF THE UNIVERSE. turn next to some 

have been made, and the
At the annual meeting for 1913 of the Royal Astronomical 

Society of Canada the president, Mr. L. B. Stewart, professor 
of Astronomy at the University of Toronto, in his presidential 
address, spoke on “The Structure of the Universe.” That 
portion of his address which we believe will be of most in
terest to our general readers we abstract and publish as

cussion.
Before doing so, however, it will be well to place b ^ 

us some of the questions to which answers are songb, 
prosecuting the study of our stellar system. The fo 0 

some of these questions :
Is the universe infinite in extent ? If finite, are tb& 

other systems separated from ours by immeasurab e 
tances ; or do all the stars, nebulae and clusters, that ^ 
visible in our telescopes, or on our photographic plates, ^ 
a single system ; or are the nebulae, or some of them, sep ^ 
ate systems situated at such vast distances from us as ° 

telescopes penetrated to the con 
•that the stars that are brought

merely

are

follows :—
It is proposed to sketch briefly the methods of investiga

tion used in the study of the universe, the principal facts 
that have been learned up to the present, and some probable 
conclusions that may be drawn from those facts.

If it were possible to measure the distances of the stars 
with the ease and precision of determinations of direction, 
the investigation of the form of the stellar universe, and the 

and motions of its individual members, would
but unfortunately

irresolvable ? Have our 
of the stellar universe, so
light by increased power, or longer exposure, are 
fainter stars and not more distant ones ?

As before stated, a full answer to these questions 
be given at present, and possibly a complete solution 
problem will never be reached, though probably the 
conclusions arrived at by a discussion of the facts now 
possession will only be modified by future discoveries.

That the universe is finite in extent has long been cCJ_ 
sidered as proved, from the fact that, if infinite, the heave ^ 
would shine everywhere with a brightness equal, at least, 
that of our sun. This conclusion is only valid if there 
absorption of light in its passage through space ; and expe 
mental evidence seems to be accumulating which points ^ 
possibility that there is such absorption, though the evi e 
cannot be considered entirely convincing.

Prof. Newcomb’s conclusions regarding the extent 
the universe may be thus summarized : The universe
limited in extent, and probably extends farther in the P 
of the Milky Way than in the direction of its poles, .hut 
every direction much farther than the limit within whic 
proper motions of stars have yet been determined, 
boundary is probably somewhat irregular, and the 
gradually thin out as it is approached. It is quite P°sS ^ 
that far outside our universe there may be collections

to de

distribution
be a simple question of time and labor ;

the outset by the impossibility of

cannot
of

main 
in out

astronomers are met at 
determining by direct methods, the distances of any but a 
few hundreds of the millions of stars that can be seen in our
telescopes.

The only direct method of determining the distance of 
an individual star is by observing the difference in its direc
tion as seen from the earth when at opposite points^ of its 
orbit.
relative method, by which these determinations are usually 
made, is admittedly unsatisfactory, especially in the case of 
small parallaxes, as it gives only the difference between the 
parallax of the star under investigation and the mean of 
those of the comparison stars, so that the result is always 
too small, and is frequently negative, showing that the 
parallax star is farther away than the mean distance of the

is noTheThis is double the star’s annual parallax. in
to a

of

comparison stars.
Another method—of limited application, as it can only 

be applied to binaries—has been recently used with success 
to determine the parallax of such systems. Micrometer mea
surements give the angular dimensions of the relative orbit 
of a pair of stars that are physically connected; but it was 
shown by Fox Talbot in 1871 that if in addition the radial 
velocities of the individual stars are found by means of the 
spectroscope, the absolute dimensions of the orbit of each 
star about the centre of gravity of the system, the masses of 
the individual stars, and finally their parallax, could be com- 

In order that the method may be applicable it is 
that the stars be separable in the field of the tele- 

Burnham has separated stars closer to one another

The
stars

ible

It is not possiblestars of which we know nothing, 
cide whether the star masses of the Milky Way lie °n 
boundaries of the universe or not ; the number of lucid 
that seem to lie within the Milky Way favor the view 
that body is contained within the stellar universe. The 
lying without the galactic region show no tendency 
lect in clusters, but are distributed throughout space

tb«
stars
that

stars 
to col- 

withputed.
necessary 
scope.
than o"-25, and it is considered possible to separate stars as 
close to one another as o". 1. 
binaries, if separable, they are situated at such wide dis
tances apart that their relative motion is so slow that cen
turies must elapse before their orbits can be determined.

some approach to uniformity.
Several estimates of the distance of the Milky Way

assumé’
ouuts-
meaD3 

that

bav6

been made, based upon different principles and 
and which therefore differ widely in their numerical am 
Professor Very makes an estimate of its distance by 
of the parallax of Nova Persei. Bergstrand had f°un 
quantity to be o".o3, but from considerations based upoa 
rate of expansion of the nebulosity seen to surround the ^ 
after the outburst, Professor Very concluded that his ^ 
was too small, and placed it at o".os. This makes the 
tance about 60 light years. He assumed the nova ^ 
situated within the condensed part of the spiral structur 
the galaxy ; and it may be remarked here that nearly Qf 
novae recorded during the last 300 years are situated 1 ,
very near the galaxy, and so appear to be in some way

In the cases of very distant

A method depending upon a study of the proper motions 
of the stars of a group, which may toe used to obtain the 

parallax of the group, may be thus briefly described :mean
The observed proper motion of a star is compounded of a 
real motion of the star in space projected upon the celestial 
sphere, and an apparent motion, termed the parallactic mo
tion, resulting from that of thee solar system. This observed 
Proper motion may be resolved into two others, one perpen
dicular to the direction of the sun’s way, the other parallel 
to it. The former is termed the r component and is inde
pendent of the solar motion, and the latter the apical com
ponent. This latter is composed of the resolved part of the 
true proper motion of the star, and the parallactic motion.

nected with it.
He then proceeds to estimate the distance of the 

meda nebula in a similar way. A nova appeared in l^e. jg. 
tre of the nebula in 1885, and attained the 7th magn*^ ' 
By assuming its intrinsic brightness to be equal to 
a galactic star of zero magnitude, its distance is f°un

Andf°'
cei»'

of
Having outlined thus briefly the principal methods of 

investigation that are applied to the stellar universe, let us
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tt^ed greater star density in the direction of the south pole 
2-ln that 0f the north pole, Seeliger having found the 

If jtl!les t0 be 3.14 and 2.78 respectively, Per sqUa',® solely 
to d.~e assumed that this difference of density is £ltfferenc of distance, the distances of the Pfs 
root y then be to one another in the ratio o 
C* the abqve star densities, or Th* if
sten assUmption is made that the galactic P a 0f theso5r diverse equally, it is found that the distanc of the 
Dola- SJ.Stem to the north of the galactic p ane 1S ' . hyC««Mer of «he «niv,„«. The "
the ,.lstai*oe at the centre of the -galactic region T

f°Ur>d $to h'6 °f the galaxy in termS °f -^Newcomb that the 
t>olar ,° be 342. If we then assum with Newco ^
dista dlameter of the universe is ab ut 6,000 hgh Y

Tiv-°f the gala*y is 2-°52 light years. . o{ the
galaXy mg this as the distance to the centra beu»s
<2’ a"d assuming, as shown by Professor CaM
years r'ltlon- that its nearest part is distant a >0 ^ ]ight
years’, hc farthest portions will then be about 4,

fr°m the

de

sun.

He finally ex-’’S79, or approximately 1,600 light years.
Presses the opinion that the smallest and faintest of the 
"'bite nebulae may be galaxies at a distance of 1,000,000 light 
years, thus advocating the theory advanced by Herschel,
0Ur stellar system is quite limited in extent, and of the form 

a spiral nebula, and that the spiral nebulae are similar 
ystems separated from ours by vast distances.

Some have found a difficulty in reconciling the above 
Moderate estimate of the distance of the Milky Way with the 
3ccePted fact that the stars having sensible proper motions 
are Probably much nearer than the Milky Way, and have 
Puller parallaxes than that corresponding to the above esti 
^a^ed distance. It may also be observed that as the spira 

6 ulae congregated in the neighborhood of the galactic 
es> they are probably part of our stellar system, cer 

ai°Iy that fact does not strengthen the view that these 
«ebulæ

that

are separate systems.
It occurred to me recently that an estimate of the dis 

nce of the galaxy may be made by a purely geometnca 
°Cess, which is here given for what it is worth. t a 

r ,en shown that the galaxy is not quite a great circle ote 

estial sphere, but lies in about i°-7 south galactic latitude, 
~ ?W’ng that the solar system is a little to the nort 0 

actic plane. This conclusion is strengthened by t e

This estimate fits in well with the distance to the limits 
of the universe in the region just outside the Milky Way, 
found from its star density, and Newcomb’s conclusion that 
the Milky Way lies partly within the space occupied by the 
non-galactic stars.

In a brief survey of such an extensive field it is impos
sible to cover the ground completely, so I have merely at
tempted to give a /general view of that portion of it marked 
off for examination at the outset. Astronomers realize that 
problems of the universe cannot be solved in a generation ; 
that results can only be achieved by the co-operation of the 
present generation with those to come; each contributing its 
few grains of truth, which will finally be arranged in order. 
The astrographic chart of the heavens, now nearing com
pletion, is the noblest legacy which the present generation 
as astronomers can bequeath to future generations. In their 
hands, by a repetition of the work, it should be the means of 
giving an insight into some of the problems of nature, about 
which at present we can only conjecture.

This principle of co-operation, though general in science, 
specially exemplified in astronomy, as its history shows. 
Tycho Brahe, though adopting erroneous views of the solar 
system, provided Kepler with the accurate positions of the 
planets that enabled him to formulate the laws which bear 
his name. These, in their turn, laid the foundation of a me
chanical theory of the solar system, which, as developed by 
Newton and his successors, has made astronomy what it is 
to-day, giving us an almost perfect knowledge of the motions 
of the bodies of the solar system. Again, the foundation of 
stellar astronomy may justly be said to have been laid by 
Bradley, who made the first accurate observations of the 
positions of the stars. His catalogue, re-computed by Dr. 
Auwers in 1882, is the basis of our knowledge of proper mo
tions, upon which many of the modern theories of the uni
verse are built. Astronomers of to-day are doing their share 
in handing down to posterity the great star map. They, in 
their turn may, a century hence, find it necessary to repeat 
the work, extending it to include stars of the smallest ob
servable magnitude, in order to advance knowledge of the 
stellar universe another step towards the final goal ; which 
probably can only be approached asymptotically, by succes
sive approximations, each vantage point being reached by a 
continually increasing amount of labor.

FORT WILLIAM’S PUBLIC UTILITIES.

The annual report of the manager of Fort William’s 
utilities for the year ended December 31st, 1912, shows that 
there has been a net gain of $4,025.04 in the telephone de
partment during the year as compared with a deficit from the 
operation of this utility during the year of 1911 of $2,728.30 

The increase in the surplus of the light department is 
$21,085.19, as compared with a gain of $13,309.28 during 
the year 1911.

The revenue and expenditure in the three utilities, light, 
water and telephone, are as follows :—

Water Operation.—Total revenue, $75,091-74; operation, 
debenture interest and sinking fund, $88,015.14, deficit, 
$12,923.40.

Light Operation.—Total revenue, $99.310-97 ; operation, 
debenture interest and sinking fund, $78,225.79; profit, $21,-
085.18.

Telephone Operation.—Total revenue, $44,684.73; opera
tion, debenture interest and sinking fund, $40,659.69; profit,
$4,025.05.

CANADIAN ENGINEER 615THEApril 24, 1913.
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other methods. Sk 

Council-of London sewage by bacterial or 
Maurice Fitzmaurice, the laite chief engineer to t e 
in a report made shortly before his retirement e

that the further purification of London^

be care-

the main drainage scheme
OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

HISTORY OF ed

the opinion
will not be necessary for some years, but that

purification elsewhere should
The works which have been in progress for some years 
with the object of improving the London mam-drainage 

system are now approaching completion, and, although cer
tain additional works are to be carried out, the great 

authorized by the London County Council in ib99 
and 1Ç03 are now in practical operation The capital expen
diture on the main-drainage works of the metropolis was 

March 31st, i9i2, making a total expendi-

experience in sewage
fully watched. , . tbe

The Metropolitan Board of Works was supersede J 
London County Council in i889, and, though the n 
fresh works had been recognized, it was not until ^ork5 

that the plans for the extension of the drainage ^ 
completed were definitely formulated The n ^ 

additional sewers arose not from any defects m g_
scheme, but from the operation of perfectly natura _ ^
The population of two and a half millions on w 
original drainage plans were based was mainly on 
bank of the Thames, the population of the south 
that time being only 6131,761. The rapid mrease o side
lation during recent years, particularly on the soutn t5
of the Thames, and the substitution of houses an of
for fields and arable land, not only increased the voi ^

but swelled the amount of ram flowing m ^ 
Relief works, therefore, became necessary, an

and works was v 
tracts-

past

schemes

later
now.£6,824,877 tip to

ture of $59.264,560.
It was not until the year 1856 that steps were taken to 

provide for the complete interception of the sewage of the 
metropolis and for its discharge into the river below London 
instead of within the boundaries of the City. The scheme 
then adopted on the advice of Sir Joseph Bazalgette, the 
chief engineer to the Metropolitan Board of Works, required 
eighteen years for its completion, and consisted in the con
struction of intercepting sewers parallel to the course of the 
River Thames and connected to the old main sewers. T e 

the north side of the river terminated at Barking, 
below London Bridge, and the south side

north 
side at

sewage,
sewers
construction of the additional sewers

fewer than twenty-four mam con
been PlaC

sewers on
eleven miles
sewers at Crossness, thirteen miles below London Bridge. 
Three such sewers, high, middle, and low-level, were pro

side of the river. The high-level and

edin hand in i9oi, no 
exclusive of contracts for machinery, having
for this work.

The additional sewers which
on *evided on the north 

middle sewers converged at Old Ford and the low-level sewer 
at Abbey Mills, Stratford, all three being carried side by 
side thence to Barking on an embankment known as the 
northern outfall. Four main sewers were also provided on 

side of the river, converging at Deptford, and 
, known as the southern outfall, to 

The northern high-level and middle-level sewers

been
north side of the Thames bring the otal of : 
other than storm relief sewers, constructed on the n

length of about forty-four miles. ^
The additional drainage works on the south h*^ree 

the Thames bring the aggregate up to about ttnr . 
miles of new southern sewers. tbe

The Method of Construction.—The construction o ^ 
new sewers has presented greater difficulties ltha”. i„al 
which had to be met in the carrying out of the 
scheme. The area covered by buildings is now ranch e
and the number of pipes laid underground and the 0f
of a large mileage of tube railways made the sele ;d.
the routes of the sewers a subject needing caretui ^
oration. On the north side of the river a good deal 
excavation was in the London clay. On some sectio 
Greathead shield method of driving was adopted, 
places where water-bearing ballast was encountere - . ofl)
the case of the length of new low-level sewer westward 
Trafalgar Square, it was necessary to work under a rict, 
sure. This sewer is carried under the Metropolitan ^g» 
and East London Railways, and over the newer 0f 
lines. Different strata were met with on the sont jg
the river. The new southern high-level sewer is m 
chalk and ballast. The new low-level sewer from ts d 
to Deptford lies for a portion of its length m wa 
sands and gravels, and here also it was necessary 0g 
under pressure, and to employ, as for certain sec 
the north side of the river, bolted iron ring const sUf6 

liquid grouting applied under P ^5 
backing, and the ironwork

the invert faced wlt

side

of the river up to a
the south
carried as one
Crossness. ’---- - .
and two of the sewers on the south side of the river drained 
either to Barking or to Crossness by gravitation, but pump
ing plant had to be provided in the case of the low-level 

at Pimlico, Stratford, and Deptford, and these 
pumping stations, to which additions have been made at 
different periods, are still employed in the drainage scheme 
of the London County Council.

sewer

sewers

tbeThe completion of the Bazalgette scheme added to the 
old main sewers, which had been constructed at right angles 
to the river, a comprehensive system of parallel and outfall 
sewers which were of sufficient capacity to meet the needs 
of that’ period. The population of London at that time, 
taking the mean of the official figures in the Census of 1851 
and 1861, was 2,586,000, but the plans adopted were designed 
for a population of 3,450,000. The dry weather flow provided 
for was 108 million gallons a day and 286 million gallons 
of rainfall, but the discharging capacity of the sewers 
made much larger than this quantity in view of the fluc
tuations in the rate of flow. The old sewers, which dis- 
charged directly into the Thames, were 
overflows, and their employment for this purpose had the 
effect of relieving the floodings which had previously taken 
place in times of heavy rainfall.

At the outset the sewage was discharged into the river 
from both the northern and the southern outfalls without 

artificial treatment whatever, and, indeed, it was not

and *
as *

was

utilized as storm

On these lengths
used to form a solid 

lined with 3 to 1 concrete and 
bricks.

bin®was

In addition to the new lengths of sewers, about tenJ”pro- 
of storm relief sewers have been constructed. It is n° ^0\\o- 
posed to carry out extensive works for the relie ° ^ $ 
way, and North London generally, and also of t e a 
the valleys of the rivers Wandle and Graveney an 
parts of South London. The total length of main inter j 
and storm sewers taken over from the Metropolitan 
of Works was about 283 miles, and the length of t e ^efg, 
Council additions, which are principally large main ^gfl 
is about eighty-seven miles. The length of loca

any
until the year i89i that the precipitation works at Crossness 

completed, the works at Barking having been finished 
before. The chemical treatment of London sewage

were
two years
is, however, still in the experimental stage, and, of course, 
the question is not so urgent in the case of the metropolis, 
where the discharge is into a large river with great tidal 
capacity, as in that of inland towns discharging into small 
streams. To safeguard the future, however, the London 
County Council have acquired an additional area of 75° 

the outfalls in anticipation of the further treatmentacres at

J

SL
 g.

r-b
 P
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ELECTROLYSIS FROM STRAY ELECTRIC 
CURRENTS.

gaining' into the main system is not accurately known, but 
r *c is generally a sewer in every street, and the total

length of the streets is about 2,200 miles.
pumping stations__The total discharging capacity of

water pumping stations is 2,171,- 
?X>’000 gallons in twenty-four hours. Considerable additions 

aVe recently been made to the pumping station plant at 
bey Mills and at Crossness, and additional storm water 

'*,fiping stations have been erected at Chelsea on the north 
s e the river, and at Battersea and Shad Thames on the 
°uth side. A new engine-house is also being provided at 

t,r°ssness- Of the eleven pumping stations now in operation 
e ®Ve Principal ones, in which the motive power is steam, 

of6 £ontinua,ly employed in lifting sewage, although at three 
1 e® the plant can also be used -to pump storm water 

t|irect tnto the river. The total indicated horse-power of 
ese five steam plants is between 5,000 and 6,000, and the 

r °Ss CaPacity 460,000 gallons a minute. The dead lift 
star65 fr°m 19 ft- t0 41 ft- The duty of the other six 
p 10ns! where gas-driven plant has been installed, is to 
•p,storm water into the river at times of excessive rain. 
a 6 total indicated horse-power of the plant is between 8,000 
av ^,0oo> and the capacity 300,000 gallons a minute. The 

^ead lift is between 12 ft. and 20 ft. In addition,

"'hich 
tately

By A. F. Ganz.
the outfalls and storm (Continued from page 588 of last issue.)

While relief from serious electrolysis can at times be 
obtained by such special measures as insulating pipe cover
ings or insulating joints, it must be understood that all 
remedial measures should have for their first aim the reduc
tion of the drop in potential in the rails to a minimum, be
cause this removes the cause of the trouble. The first and 
most important step necessary to accomplish this is to main
tain the rails perfectly bonded, so that the rails themselves 
form continuous electrical conductors. The next important 
step is to limit the radius from the power station to which

1I IIr r .•,25:.-tee.

31255II
2jf

be discharged bv the storm relief sewers,
be accu-

Quantities can
act by gravitation, though the amount cannot
estimated.

by first proposals for the new works were made in 1891 
tbP , e *a-te Sir Benjamin Baker and Sir Alexander Binme, 
Sch a^er fbe®1 chief engineer to the Council. The finn 
in Was laid before the Council by Sir Alexander Binme 

99’ and was then approved. The greater part o t e 
fls’ wtth additions and modifications, and also the scheme 

the °°^ reHef works, were designed and carried out un er 
eil' .SUperintendence of Sir Maurice Fitzmaurice, late chief 
G ,!)eer> and are being completed by his successor, r. 
basT' HumPhrevs. Mr. J. E. Worth, the district engineer, 
the r. ad general charge of the works on the north side o 

1Ver’ and Mr. R. M. Gloyne has acted in a similar capa- 
0n the south side. Mr. H. M. Rounthwaite has been 
nsiblg for the mechanical work.

Fig, 17.—Single-Trolley Railway with Insulated Return 
Feeders and Negative Booster, Showing Path of 

Currents and Assumed Rail Potentials.

the station supplies electric power, so that current does not 
have to be returned from excessive lengths of rail lines to 

power station. This is usually accomplished in prac-Work any one
tice by supplying power to electric railways from distributed 
substations. The next step is to remove the current from the 
rails wherever there is concentration of current by means of 
insulated return feeders connecting from the rails at these

In order that such insulated

for

points to the power station, 
return
potential in grounded rails these feeders should be propor
tioned for equal drop, so that the rails at all points where

feeders should be most efficient in reducing drop incity
resPo

Relative leakage Current •! Relative Leakage Current ■ja'OISZ
4Electric

VCANADIAN SHIP.

advocated by

itPROPULSION FOR A a
I fI"bfic electrical system of ship propulsion „

.Henry N. Mavor, of Glasgow, will be tried f<* the 
h>omv!n,a merchant vessel in the oil-engined s ip 
Only ’ launched at Middlesbrough, England, last wee . 
craft Vp,SSels °f this type so far are the small expenme 
of hi Electric Arc, with which Mr. Mavor earned out t 
VeVoansmissi0n gear on the Clyde, and a co ier 0 
and f States navy. The Tynemouth, which is 250 •
for ty, 2’4°° tons deadweight on fresh water, has een 
for c^e Montreal Transportation Company, and is m 

argo service on the Canadian Lakes.
Diesel 

them

Mr. I I l I l I l l

Cmtntchon
i 1 1 i i'

Relative Leakage Current ÿ»e 0.048 Relative Leakage Currently • «0.01 2

9lI oc

Li __-t-------- !

i i i t i l l t i l i
Fig. 18— Relative Leakage Currents with Various Return 

Circuit Conditions.

lilt 1 lit i

For2S
Meal ° pr°Peller there will be interposed Mr. Mavor s 
his «J[ear’ vyhich is being manufactured at t e 
fi>ieSei ln Glasgow. This gear is designed to a 0 
tiectri .Cn8:'nes to run at a constant high spec ge _
^ovinn.'^’ an<f at the same time to permit the use o 
Startino- Pr?P€Her of coarse pitch, reversing, stopping ^ 
Por bring carried out independently of the pTim^ 0 jjer 
hinni. 'r'1Cnt service on the Canadian lakes a large P 
JtCh at not more than 800 r.p.m. is wanted, and so Jar 
rccipro 6en found possible to meet this requirement 

eating steam engines.

return feeders are connected are maintained at substantially 
the same potential under average load conditions. This also 
requires that the rails immediately in front of the power sta
tion must not be connected directly to the negative bus-bar, 
unless a resistance corresponding to the average resistance 
of the return feeders is connected in this circuit. Where it 
is necessary to bring current back from a distant point in 
the rails it is sometimes more economical to employ a nega
tive booster in series with this return feeder rather than 
make this feeder of such large cross-section as would be re-
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reduction of straytherefore, can be seen that very great
be accomplished by insulating the negative ^ 

station from ground connections and r0 
of insulated return

quired to maintain the distant point in the rails at the same 
potential as the nearer connection points. With this system 
part of the voltage drop is actually removed from the rails 
and transferred to the insulated return feeders from which 
current cannot leak to ground.

An illustration of such an insulated return feeder sys
tem, proportioned for equal drop, is shown in Fig. 17. Iu 
this illustration it is assumed that the negative bus-bar is at 

potential and that the return feeder connection points 
on the rails are maintained at a potential of 10 volts with 
reference to the negative bus-bar. Under these circumstances 
there is no tendency for current to flow from the rails be
tween points where feeders are connected to the rails, 
drop of 10 volts in the return feeders has also been removed 
from the rails.

The possibilities in the way of reducing stray currents 
by means of properly proportioned insulated return feeders 

clearly shown by Mr. George I. Rhodes, in a paper en
titled “Some Theoretical Notes on the Reduction of Earth 
Currents from Electric Railway Systems by Means of Nega-

currents can 
bar at the power 
rails, and returning the current by means
feeders.

Since power stations are usually located near the cen ^ 
of load of an electric railway system, it is usual in citie* 
find railway lines radiating out from the power stati 
Where the running tracks are connected to the negative 
bar only in the immediate neighborhood of the power 
these running tracks are depended upon alone to return 
rent to the power station, and there is consequently 
very great concentration of stray current under these circ ^ 
stances in the neighborhood of the power station. Sue

lines radiating out from the power station are illustra^

In the 
shown 

onlV’ 
used

bus-
zero station.

cur-

The

way
diagrammatically in Fig. 19. In this figure eight railway 
are assumed radiating out from the power station, 
left-hand diagram of Fig. 19 the rails of these lines are 
connected to the negative bus-bar at the power station 
It is seen that, as the result of this, all of the current

was

Rûdiol Insulated Rcîufn Feeder
Current Flow in Roils and in Return FeedçrsCVrrenT Flow in Roils When there ore no Return Feeders

ilv v
» h

V zz A
hV z

z
%v V',\\ ZlV

!'V //'/%
V

V V,'% ,7
■ Z'Z____

v —1 : : 1 : ■ :. • « -

W A V -Z
'-i' -

1 a.» s«r~

P»»«r MouseP«W«r Hovse

Showing Trolley Lines Radiating from Power Station With or Without Insulating Return Feeders and
Showing Rath of Return Currents.

Fig. 19.—

on the eight railway lines flows in the rails toW^e 
power station. The stray currents which leak from t ^g{. 
to ground also concentrate in ground and on the er 
ground piping in the neighborhood of the railway 
station, where they must return to the rails to get 

the negative bus-bar. j tbe
If this connection between the negative bus-bar 

rails at the power station were removed, and the c■ rail- 
returned from the rails at points near the centre of ef_wll io 
way line by means of insulated return feeders, as s ^ clJr-
the right-hand diagram of Fig. 19, this concentration ^ e„.
rent in the neighborhood of the power station wou ^ by 
tirely removed. With this arrangement, the current 
each individual line would tend to flow away from 1 g tbe 
at points away from the centre of each line, and toxv^e0 tbat 
rails near the centre of each line. It is, therefore, se^js a1 
there is only Vi of the current returning from the ^ to 
any one point than there is when the rails are conn|rurtb6f’ 
the negative bus-bar only at the power station. ^iti09! 
the total stray current through ground with the co {0ta‘ 

right-hand diagram will be only A 0

rail5tive Feeders,” published in the Transactions of the Ameri-
A few of theInstitute of Electrical Engineers for 1907.can

reproduced in Fig. 18,figures from Mr. Rhodes’ paper are 
with diagrams illustrating the application of these figures. 
It will be seen that, with the negative bus-bar grounded 
through a ground connection of negligible resistance, in ad
dition to being connected to the rails at the power station, 
the greatest amount of stray current is produced, which is 
assumed unity for purpose of comparison. This is illustrated 
by Diagram A, Fig. 18. Disconnecting the negative bus
bar from ground connections at the station, but not from 
rails, reduces stray currents to one-fifth their former value, 

illustrated by Diagram B of Fig. 18. Disconnecting the 
negative bus-bar from ground connections and from the 
rails at the power station, and returning the current by 
means of one insulated return feeder from the centre of the

cent, of their former

to

as

line, reduces stray currents to 5 per 
value, as illustrated by Diagram C of Fig. 18. 
two insulated return feeders with the negative bus-bar insu
lated, the stray currents are reduced to 1.2 per cent, of their 
former value, as illustrated by Diagram D of Fig. 18. It,

By using

shown in the



alsray current with the conditions of the left-hand diagram, 
sutomg simiiar soil conditions, so that at any one point 

nei hln8'er ^rom electrolysis will be i/32 of what it is in the 
Orhood of the power station with the first arrange- 

tio *•' a latter of practice, however, the actual reduc- 
^ 15 very much greater, because the return feeder connec 

Wh PCdn*s °n the rails can be chosen so as to be located 
tesjre the ground is high and dry, and consequently of high 
Ca_tance- while the railway power station is generally lo- 
sist Dear water, where the ground is wet and of low re- 

ance- Instead of connecting one insulated return feeder

lion

BUmh Point of every line, as indicated in Fig. i9> a
er such feeders may be connected to a number of 

in th Se^ecte<i Points in every line. In this way the drop 
*d 0 ra^s’ and consequently also the stray current produc 
betl C,<.'r: be reduced to any desired value. In many cases the 
lated * t0 be derived at comparatively small cost from insu- 
grea retnrn feeders with negative bus-bar insulated is much 

6r '•Iran above indicated. This is particularly true when 
and °Wer bouse is at one side of a main network of tracks 
the ^°nnected to it only by a single branch line. To connect 

e£ative bus-bar to the tracks of this single branch at 
track 7r boUse means concentrating the major part of the 
Stich r°p w**b'n a short distance of the power station. In 
Use ofa,Se’ tbe tri-ulation of the negative bus-bar, and the 
Will at lnsu^ated return feeders to the central rail network, 
With g °nce take the greater part of the drop out of contact 
cUUse r°Un^- This will eliminate the 'greater part 
Cent ° the trouble, as well as enormously reduce the con- 
trict -pl °f the remaining stray current in the positive dis 
^Us-h, .Us the advantage gained by insulating the negative 
fhe tyJiçSj °^ten very much greater than that indicated for

ThPose / reduction of drop in potential in rails, for the pur 
Uti0n ttttPimizing electrolysis, is the basis for various regu 
6o$e ?nd ordinances which have been enacted for the pur 
«lectroi Protecting underground metallic structures from 
T'tad ySlS- F°r example, the well-known English Boar o 
Offerer, e^ations limit the maximum allowable potentia 

betWeer> any two points in the rails to 7 volts. n 
*ay y’ a joint committee, representing the electric ra' 

as and water interests, has adopted a regulation imi 
IWq _ ? aVerage allowable potential difference between any 
the L"tS in rails to 2.5 volts within a district encircling 

" ^strict by a radial distance of 2 kilometers.
Bot excg8 C*rc'e> the average potential drop in the rai s mu

Where

the

the

of the

case above described.

Be-yCnd

1 volt per kilometer. ,
ade railway return circuit improvements have een

^Sive j SUcb an extent that there a no longer any ex 
lh»t st r°Ps in the grounded rails, is genera y ou 
SlBall .ay currents on underground pipes are re uce 
>c *nd °ften negligible amounts. Where, however, stray 

which are considered too large for safety are s 
Xb r SUch underground pipes after the railway return 
^°Ssibh SS been thoroughly improved, then it is reciue” 
d*al tnp &nd feasible to apply one or more of the other re 
Cate 0r Sares, such as insulating joints in the PiPes 10 ,ver 
dédiai l^e smaIl remaining stray current. uc 
N, i„toeasures, as bonding or insulating joints uPP 
%uit h°Wever, never be applied unless the railway return 
CeSsive J been improved sufficiently to eliminate 
,, in the grounded rails. here

• arV and Conclusions.—Experience shows 
N cUrSeri0Us trouble from electrolysis caused by a 
f °Uh>le i/ÜntS taking from street railways, the u 
[r> the dUe t0 defective rail bonding, to ground conn® tQ 
fitl8 cnr ne8rat*ve bus-bar, and to lack of return cc

rent back from the rails ,0 the power station. While

Dl

all ex-

stray currents can only he -entirely eliminated by insulating 
the return circuit by the use of a double trolley, either over
head or in conduit, it is nevertheless a fact, which is not 
generally appreciated, that where large stray currents exist, 
due to the above causes, these can always be reduced to a small 
fraction of their present value by removing all ground connec
tions of the negative bus-bar and installing insulated return 
feeders proportioned for equal drop from radially disposed 
points in the track system located at some distance from the 
power station. By this method the rails are drained of cur
rent, and any desired part of the voltage drop can be re
moved from the rails and transferred to insulated conductors 
from which currents cannot leak. In Europe such radial in
sulated return feeders, for bringing current back from the 
rails to the power station, are made necessary by regulations 
limiting the allowable drop in voltage in the rails; and, in 
most cases, such installations of insulated return feeders 
have substantially removed serious trouble from electrolysis. 
This system of minimizing stray currents by means of radi
ally disposed insulated return feeders has also been installed 

number of American cities, and the method is becoming
recognized by railway engineers as by far the best for mini
mizing stray currents. This system, in fact, removes the 
root of the trouble, by draining the rails of current and re
moving voltage drop from the rails and thus preventing sub
stantial leakage of current through ground, and is, therefore, 
correct in principle. The railroad companies frequently ob
ject to this system, claiming that it is prohibitively expen
sive. This is certainly not the case, as is evidenced by the 
fact that the method is in general use in Europe and in a 
number of American cities to-day. - 
electric railways there is practically no installation of nega
tive feeders, and that the railway companies are often not 

moderate amount of return feeder

The fact is that in many

willing to install even a 
copper. A mistake is often made in confusing the radial in
sulated return feeder system with paralleling the rails with 
copper. Where the negative bus-bar is connected to the rails 
at the power station, and these rails are paralleled with cop
per feeders, the drop in the rails is only reduced in the pro
portion that the conductivity of the return circuit is increas
ed, but no part of the drop is actually removed from the 
grounded rails. The amount of copper paralleling the rails 

would be required to reduce stray currents to a 
would in all large systems be absolutely 

This, however, is not the case with the radial 
With the latter system any 

amount

that
negligible amount 
prohibitive.
insulated return feeder system.
desired reduction in rail drop and consequently in the 
of stray current, can be secured, independent of the amount 
of copper installed, the amount of copper being determined 
by the allowable drop or power loss in the return circuit. In 
order to effectively install and maintain an adequate retu.n 
feeder system that will reduce stray currents on underground 
piping systems to reasonably small values, it is essential 
that the pipe-owning companies should co-operate with the 
railway companies by affording them access to their pipes

After a railwayfor making necessary measurements, etc. 
company has installed a reasonable and fair return circuit, 
it sometimes also happens that it is desirable to eliminate 
any remaining current on pipes by the use of properly located 

Under these circumstances the pipe-insulating joints, 
owning companies should be willing to co-operate with the 
railway company in the installation of such joints.

It is the author’s firm conviction that such remedial 
pipe drainage or insulating pipe joints should 

be used (if at all) only as a final measure and never until 
circuit of the railway has been improved so that

measures as

the return
only small amounts of stray current remain on the under
ground structures.
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113.
146.
381.
220".

r 266, 
362.
539.
754.

Standard Steel Pipe. 

Resistance 1 Pound-foot » 0X0021 ohtrn

Pi 
ill ■

-y
is

Inches.

27-50.0000364
0.0000237
0.0000170
0.0000127
0.00000987
0.00000795
0.00000654
0.00000541
0.00000398
0.00000267
0.00000191

42.2
58.2
78.5

101.

12«-
153.
185-
251-
375-
523-

0.0000381 26.2
0.0000254 39.4
0.0000182 54.7
0.0000138 72.2
0.0000108 92.4
0.00000873 115.
0.00000710 141.
0 00000598 167.
0.00000438 228.
0.00000300 334.
0.00000216 464.

15 822.8 • 0.0000631
35.4 0.0000407
51.2 ■ 0.0000282

0.0000202 
0.0000153 
0.0000121 
0.00000973 103.
0.00000805 124.
0.00000676 148.
0.00000503 199.
0.00000342 293.
0.00000247 405.
0.00000188 532.
0.00000150 668.
0.00000117 854.
0.000000987 1014.

24.6
35.6
49.771.6
65.293.9

119. 82.6
148.
179.
213.
286.
422.
583.
765.
962.

1230.
1460.

ICast Iron Gas Pipe, 
an Gas Institute Standard—Adopt. 
Weight 1 Cubic foot =?. 450 Pounds. 

Resistance 1 Pound-foot — 0.00144 ohm.

Americ ted 1911.

&L = Distance between contacts, feet 
, millivolts.E = Instrument reading 

Constant from table.
KE

Current flow, amperes - —j—

Wires must not span joint.
American Water Works Association Standard — Adopted 1908. Weight 1 cubic foot = 450 pounds Resistance 1 pound loot

K = 13O L

Cast I ton Water Pipe.
= 0.00144 oh®;

m
•rsssll
M
SS

MM u ^2tou n8 j.2!i0.0 SisS'!o = 0
si?!M

'Jg'S
Ï:*1

>0 is|Is u:td
(imps-ohm. 

0.0000676 
0.0000436 
0.0000.300 
0.0000219 
0.0000168 
0.0000133 
0.0000107 
0.00000884 
0.00000754 
0.0000055S 
0.00000392 
0.00000239 ] 
0.00000218 j 

0.00000173 ; 
0.00000138 ! 
0.00000118 I 
0.000000823

ohm.
0.0000716 
0.0000462 
0.0000337 
0.0000244 
0.0000188 
0.0000152 
0.0000125 
0.0000104 
0.00000884 113.
0.00000661 151.
0.00000460 217.
0.00000344 291.
0.00000265 379.
0.00000209 479.
0.00000170 588.
0.00000143 702.
0.00000101 986.
0.000000767 1310.

lbs.ins.
4

1 6 
I 8 
! 10i !2

14.3lbs.ins. amps.
14.0

ohm.
0.0000795 
0.0000516 19.4
0.0000371 27.0
0.0000276 36.2
0.0000215 46.6
0.0000175 57.3

’ 0 0000146 68.7
0.0000122 82.0
0.0000104 95.8
0.0000077 130.
0.00000539 185.
0.00000402 249.
0.00000310 323.
0.00000236 423.
0.00000196 509.
0.00000172 583.
0.00000123 813.
0.000000994 1010.

lbs. amps.
12.6 021.3 22.920.14 33.021.6 33.4

45.5
59.5 
75.0

6 48.129.78 65.641.010 85.653.312
14 i 108. 93.}66.014

134.i 16
j 18 ! 163. 
! 20 ! 191. 

" ' 258.

79 916 115. 113.
95.918 138. 133.

20 163. 179.
2424 i 218. i 256.

368.: 30313.30 346-
458-
579.
723.

j 36 I 498.
42 I 659. 

- 48 \ 834. 
I 54 ! 1040.

60 ! 1220. 
72 ' 1750.

36 i 419. 
42 ! 544.
48 689.
54 847.

! so loio.
,72 1420.
84 1880.

847.
1220.

%

C>CO
tl

I

1

Ohm.
0.0000833
0.0000528
0.0000379
0.0000282
0.0000215
0.0000141
0.000(7102
0.00000770
0 OOQOOS59
0.00000416
0.00000818
0.00000237

Standard Wrought Iron Pipe. 

Resis'ance 1 Pound foot = 0.001181 ohm.
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Table far Determining Current Flow on Iron Pipes from Millivolt Drop Along Continuous Length of Pipe. 
y ’ Computed by Albert F. Gauz, M.E.

:

Oh m.
0.000873
0.00050C
0.000376
0.00025C
0.000188
0.000126
0.0000937
0.0000784
0.0000582
0.0000366
0.0000278
0.0000197
0.0000112
0.00000745
0.00000524
0.00000428

Inches.
1
i

i
s

1

it

!.—Continued.

.
Î
-

O

S
•/
S

Ohm.
0.000754 
0 000431 
0.000324 
0.000216 
0.000162 
0.000108 
0.0000808 
0.0000676 
0 0000501 
0.0000316 
0.0000240 
0.0000170 
0.00000965 
0.00000643 
0.00000452 

•0.00000370

Inches.
*
1

i
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12.0
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26.4
35.5
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Discussion.
did ]The President—Gentlemen, you have listened to a splen- 
•HaneCtUre on an important scientific subject, delivered in a 
a mnner that has made it simple and comprehensible, and by 

^ter mind. I will ask Mr. Gould to onen the discussion, 
eigctr ? Gould—Mr. President, our troubles in Boston from 

seem to be disappearing. Looking over 
avera f°r the last four years, I find we have only had an 
servi**e °ne caSe electrolysis on mains and three on
bto„ ?S’ I®°9 to IQI2. That means the cases that have been 

°u8ht

our re-

to our attention as distinct ones. Of course, we may 
Hot h aC* damages to our pipes through corrosion, which did 
t06 3Ve die other electrical indications. If you had asked 
have na.°nt^1 aSr° whether w had had any trouble, I should 
s6burSaid> “Practically none ; but last month in one of our 
of an districts where the electric railroad is hot a part 
It ijJ. °ston Elevated System, a service pipe was destroyed. 
Pipe w een laid about 8 or 9 years. Tests showed that our 
r4ils. 65 an indefinite number of degrees negative to the 
catQe‘ °Ur v°itmeter only registered 10 volts, and the hand 
hçarjUP with a thump on that side of the voltmeter. I have 
Depart lnCe rdat the engineers from the Metropolitan Water 
VQits . rn,'nt four or five years ago found a maximum of 90 
rail ,1° t^at district, but their pipes being negative to the 
tJipe ey did not worry very much about it. This service 

.Wdkin 50 feet of the point where we tested, an 
"'ards P°.S*te the terminus of the electric road. I found after 
Pipe at 1 at a telephone conduit passed under the service 
cUtrent tae Point where it was destroyed. Undoubtedly t e 
$ervice Went hom the rails to the main, passed through t e 
°Qe of and from it to the telephone conduit, and was
®ipes, best illustrations of that process of destroying 
He’ lhe railroad people are investigating this, and 1 
^agran,11161^118 W*H he done about it. One of Prof. Ganz s 
*ate last Sf 1J*ustrates a trouble which we were investigating 
tan]£ , a 1 °r early this winter. One of our holders, a stee 
ali8ht 1 , located above the surface of the ground, had a 
^r°tp a through the bottom plates. There is a cree

legs t riyer ia back of it, formerly salt water, now more 
^asin_ Ie® • °n account of the dam of the Charles River 
^hrse c Sround is saturated with marsh water, and, o 
thtee.q ere is salt in it. The power station is perhaps 

a liJk'1"3 a müe above the river. We found that there S t ght. current passing from the pipes in the governor 
>. y,ls creek. The quantity of the current we did not 
l rail-, ? simply made a voltmeter test in connection wit 
) bee,! officials, and up to the present time nothing else 
4tipg :n.°ne to remedy the trouble. The inserting of msu- 

^^Cfirio. ats would be rather difficult at this point. The con 
Crfiek by c Pipes in governor house to plates sunk in t e 
', Mr n0I>Per wires may do some good.

*er p ' J- R- Humphreys—I am inclined to t in ^
Se is ‘ Ganz has finished a lecture on “Electrolysis
V of anr,0t Very much that the rest of us can add that Wfi- 
,!derabir.y Very great value. It is true that we did have co
rCars a tr°uble in Lawrence from electrolysis four or 
,%s . Rouble on the sheaths of our underground electric

Povver ?n certain of the gas services, Part,cu ar y_ h 
>e a * tiant. 1 called Prof. ,Ganz in to our aid and he
k 6 conj.!y thorough survey and very thorough stu y 
S bee^S surrounding us. Some of the slides wh ch 
?uch Of VhroWn on the screen here to-day remind me 
j,1 instanr ' incidents that we ran against in Lawrence, 
n lbe wafe* a current on a water main leading to a u
ïklead service pipe and then coming in contact with
Of les in th<: ittl of an electric service, thus getting ^
^ in traC°nduit- Such a case aS that ^thosl cases the 

tracing out, and I know in one of those ca

five

Professor had to put in a good deal of time before he found 
just where the current was getting out to our cable. I do 
not wish to speak of each particular instance, because I think 
they are all covered by what the Professor has said. There 

certain principles, however, that seem worthy of con
sideration. When we first took up this matter and we were 
having considerable trouble with our underground electric 
cables, the suggestion was made to us by the trolley people 
that we should connect our sheaths to their return wires to 
their power house. The Professor and I discussed the matter 
thoroughly. It seemed as if that were the only remedy, but, 
after considering the matter, we both agreed on the proposi
tion that we were not going to enter into partnership with 
the trolley company for the return of their stray currents. 
They had to take care of their own current; we were not go
ing to enter into any partnership on these lines, and we held 
to that. Our troubles were lessened a good deal about that 
time by the fact that the trolley company was relaying its 
rails in a part of the city where we were having trouble, and 
we had this matter up with them. We notified them that we 
expected them to take care of their currents, that we were 
not going to do it, and in relaying their rails and trackage, 
they rebuilt on very substantial lines. They lessened our 
troubles quite a little, and then, of course, the Professor 
found, as I have just indicated, several cases where the cur
rent was coming on to our system, and where it could be 
done away with entirely or at least reduced. Now, I would 
like to call attention to the importance of the charts that have 
been shown or reproduced here, giving the record of the re
cording instruments, particularly the one which showed the 
load current for different days in the week and for different 
hours in the day, where you could see in the evening, as the 
peak load came on, it was reproduced on the coart, and m 
the morning and on Sundays. Now, I think that those charts 

very important. The Professor has used them in Law- 
Their importance is this, that it establishes without 

doubt that it is trolley current. I do not see how you 
get away from that. If you study the peculiarities of

are

are
rence.
any
can
the trolley system, when the peak comes on and when it goes 
off, and you find those conditions reproduced on those charts, 
there is no use of the trolley road coming back and saying, 
it is not its current. That is what they told us, of course, 
that it was our own current, not theirs, but with the system 
of those registering charts, and the study of the peak loads 
of the trolley system, you can establish that, of course, with
out a doubt. The only other point I wish to mention, is this : 
We do not seem to have now very much trouble from stray 
currents, but we have not stopped and said, “Well, stray cur-

We have not stopped ourrents cannot do us any harm.” 
investigations. On the contrary, all the work that we have 
been doing in the past in the way of survey is kept up, and 
the Professor visits us at least twice a year on a special trip, 
and during his absence, in the meanwhile, we test our elec
trical system along the lines which he suggests, the idea be
ing this, and I think an important idea, to catch on to

At times we will, in thistrouble just as soon as it occurs.
detect incipient trouble, and while it may not call fo.way, ....

immediate action, we know something is going wrong. It 
cannot do any harm now, but it is something that has to be 

Now, having that in mind, detecting what youwatched.
might call these minor flows of current, we have points that 
we know will stand watching, and we do watch them, and

of trouble before any seriouswe hope to catch the source 
damage is done. L^.„ 
where “a stitch in time saves nine” by the systematic sur
vey work carried on practically all the time.

Electrolysis, I think, is one of those cases
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against » 

cbanceahead and do something, is to file a bill in equity 
continuing trespass, and you will have a pretty goo ^ ^ „ 
of sustaining an action under such bill. It brings ^gt 
head quicker than anything else, and I believe it is 1 tj>e 
legal practice to-day. It may be of interest to some 
smaller companies. 0f

Prof. Ganz—I agree absolutely with the suggest^^ 
Mr. Shattuck. An attempt to secure an injunction ;c 
rarely be granted because an electric railway is a ,s5ll. 
utility, and the courts will hesitate a long while ward
ing an injunction restraining them from operating.

Prof. Ganz—I would like to supplement what Mr. Hum
phreys has said by a few words. Electrolysis surveys do not 
always give a direct return for the money spent for them. 
Mr. Humphreys has brought out exceedingly well how they 
do serve to keep track of the situation. There is one other 
very important use of such surveys ; namely, when damage 
results in the future they may be useful as a proof that the 
damage was caused by electrolysis. Very often after a pipe 
has been destroyed by electrolysis and has been replaced it 
is impossible to prove that electrolysis was the cause. Fur
ther, if a pipe owning company finds from an electrolysis 
survey that its piping system is endangered by electrolysis, 
it Can notify the railway company of this fact ; if then dam
age results in the future, the railway company cannot plead 
that they were not aware of the danger produced by their 
currents. It has also been my experience that when a rail
way company knows that the pipe-owning company is mak
ing electrolysis surveys, and is keeping watch on the situa
tion, it will do at least some work towards improving the re
turn circuit, thus reducing the danger from electrolysis.

de-
ing the tests suggested by the Swarthmore professor 0 
termining whether a given corrosion was caused by ^ 
trolysis or by natural causes, I would like to say tlia ^cC 
galvanic action can produce currents which would Pr^ 
electrolysis in which case the corrosion is not due 
ternal stray currents, and yet the corroded iron mUSt 
the same appearance as if it had been produced by stra^ be 
trie current. I, therefore, do not think that much c 
hoped for from this test.

b»ve
ele=-

The Secretary—I would like to ask Prof. Ganz or anyone 
else, if in a condition similar to this Charlestown exhibit the 
chemical composition of the material after it has not been 
destroyed but changed, can be used as a test to show whether

CONSTRUCT!0^SASKATCHEWAN’S BRIDGE

Methods that are followed in the construction oî brl - 
by the province of Saskatchewan may not be generally ^
but it is the policy of the Government to endeavor to b e„t
small timber bridges, reinforced cement bridges and 
bridge abutments during the summer months, as 0f
of work can be better performed during the warmer P ^ 
the year, while the erection of the steel bridges, w. uîllf 
in length from 40 to 250 feet each single span, is u 
undertaken during the winter months ; such arranS (

of the y

or not the damage has been done by electrolysis or by 
other corrosive agency ? Most of the cases which I 
ally have had have been on old lines where there 
sibility of other corrosive agents, and I have asked that

some 
person- 

was a pos- 
ques-

tion several times without receiving thus far much satisfac
tion from the answers.

Prof. Ganz—I believe I can give a satisfactory answer, 
namely, that you cannot tell from the appearance of a cor
roded wrought iron or steel pipe whether the corrosion and 
destruction were caused by electrolysis. In the case of cast 
iron a graphitic material left as the result of the corrosion 
usually, but not always, indicates electrolysis. If corrosion 
from electrolysis is going on, it is perfectly possible, how
ever, to make a suitable electrical test which will show con
clusively whether or not stray electric current is leaving the 
pipe and is causing the corrosion. For this 

«an instrument known as an earth ammeter ;

gives continuity to the work, so that in no part 
is there any cessation of the work of bridge construe

tiofl-
itibrid£It is almost unnecessary to remark that the 

of streams, especially in those portions of the Pr _jit, 
which only very recently were thrown open to set ^ 
but which are now rapidly becoming the centres 0 t(i« 
cultural enterprise, is of even greater importance 
construction of graded roads, because, as a rule, the 
prairie trails can be travelled without difficulty with a^Qllgt 
loads, and it is to such districts that a considerable eg- 
of the attention of the department is devoted, in order ^ejt 
able the farmers in the outlying districts to market 
produce. This might be described as pioneer bridffe j„

struct60

purpose we use
we place this

next to the pipe and connect it to a recording instrument, 
and obtain a 24-hour record of the current flowing from the 
Pipe to the surrounding soil. This record will not only show 
the presence of current but will also indicate whether it has 
railway characteristics. If such current is found leaving the 
Pipe it is certain proof that it must produce a corresponding 
amount of electrolysis. A test of this kind, together with the 
corroded pipe affords, in my opinion, the best possible evi
dence that we can have a corrosion by electrolysis. The 
corroded pipe by itself without any connecting electrical 
measurements will not ordinarily serve as complete evidence.

Mr. Shattuck—I was interested to hear the Professor

Another class of bridge is that which is con ,,-
order to complete the links in a main road selected ^ 
provement either by the rural municipal councils °T 

board of highway commissioners, and wherever the ,0 2
leadd^y-

iin-

warrants, especially on the main roads directly 
market town, such structures are of a permanent

lac6permanent type. p
The third class consists of those bridges built t0^pesS’ 

older structures, which have passed their age of uS^g of 5 
Generally the bridges which replace these latter ^ 
permanent type, that is, of steel and concrete, and ^ tb6 
saw fifteen of these bridges handled in this manner- ^f6s5' 
time of writing a few of these works are still in ^trüc^ 
and it is satisfactory to note that the work of c°n ^gth6 
has not been delayed at any time during the severe 
of the early part of February.

say
that there was no way of knowing whether a pipe was abso
lutely damaged by electricity or from some other source. 
Perhaps in contradiction to that I have heard recently that a 
professor in, I think, Swarthmore College, had made exami
nations under a microscope, and he claimed that in the 
of a pipe that was destroyed by electrolysis the particles of iron 
were magnetic or stood out just as they do around a magnet. I 
was wondering if the Professor had made any experiments 
along that line, or if that was more theoretical than it was

case

Ik
At present there are seven bridge crews on ^

basis in the field, working continuously, which is a 
the number of crews usually employed during t*’e w,j,o °r 
months ; in addition to these are the contractors 
constructing bridges under direct contract.

practical. Has the legal question been touched on ?
The President—No, it has not.
Mr. Shattuck—I did not hear the paper. I have been ad

vised quite recently that the proper action to take in cases 
of electrolysis if your electric company is not willing to go

J\



Details of Cylinder and Valves of 2,130 H.P. Engine.
'he
?nd are er~^as 'Corporation of Stockton-on-Tees, England, 
7 the rp°<:ated in a separate building. A complete plant 
,‘ded an,C°LVery «f the sulphate of ammonia has been pro- 
he Whoip the sale of the sulphate, it is believed, will cover 

• The C°St 0f the fuel.
'v*dth 7Z*ne house measures 166 feet in length by 9° fect 

]> to - ,11^ a forty-ton travelling crane to traverse it froru 
Pan r 11 is said that the «h ust serves to provide a

Vrs rt of th
f0r ° "hich it is necessary to pass 

R°tor'driv„eüCk ton °f coal gasified.
1 e Msto n centrifugal pumping plant provided for coo mg 

S' ojw and cylinders arranged in a pit to one side o e 
a Tor 6 °? the right.
to^reSstirP Z'1®’ there is a supply of compressed air un e
Btl^sors0!.3?0 Pounds Per s9uare inch Pr0Vlded’ 1 6 * 
s>»s f„S bemg motor-driven and located near the water
>y of ; ‘be Piston. The compressors are cooled by a

ater from the cylinder cooling main an e 1V

The supply of ^cooling water for the piston is conveyed 
through the interior of the piston rod, to which water con
nections of the swinging link type are provided at the centre 
cross-heads. At the central cross-head each rod has screwed 
on to it a cap, the swelled ends of which fit into a recess 
bored in the cross-heads, which is made in two parts, the 
upper forming a keep, which is firmly bolted to the lower. 
The water supply enters the rods by pipe connection which 
straddle the cross-head proper.

It will be observed that the junction piece between the 
cylinder is open at one side, so as to 'give ready access to 
the central cross-head and its water connections ; and sym
metry is secured by reinforcing this open side by a stout 
steel tie. The forward bed is made in two portions in order 
to facilitate the transport of the bed over the Japanese rail
ways. The two portions are coupled together by link, shrunk 
into place, and the weight of the whole complete is 55 tons. 
The total engine weight, including the fly wheel, is 400 ton$. 
The connecting rod is of the marine type. Forced lubrica-

e steam
about two tons of 

electricThere is an

Abs‘r»ctx
•trOrri

Gas Engine.
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High.power gas engines for japan.* the air by a 2%-inch air main into receivers 48% inches in 
diameter by about 12 feet long, there being four located 
under the engine platforms.

On this 'gas engine it will be seen that the cold water 
enters near the hottest part of the cylinder, and is withdrawn 
at the coolest, and the inlet valves are nearly flush with the 
cylinder barrel. Each individual cylinder weighs 25 tons, 
and these cylinders are 1,200 mm. (47% in.) in diameter by 
1,300 mm. (51in.) stroke. The engine was designed for a 
speed of too r.p.m. at which its output would be 2,600 to 
2,500 b.h.p., but at Kamata it is to run at 94 revolutions and 
generate 1,500 kilowatts current, this being equivalent to 2,130 
b.h.p.

By Frank C. Perkins.

gas ^ arrangement of the four gas engines in the Kamata 
ing bsrated power plant in Japan is noted in the accompany- 
sh0p rawin8s of the 2,130 h.p. gas engines in the English 
Shr0p ?! *be Lilleshall Company, Limited, at Oakengates, 
of -, S *re- From these drawings may be noted the details

c°nstructiion of the cylinders and valves of these high 
er*gines of the Nuernberg design built in English 

the Japanese government.
the ijj^6 ^aPanese officials recently determined to electrify 

^ided raÜway between Tokio and Yokohama and it was 
Dovver ‘° generate the energy necessary by means of gas 
Rain-* a Povver house being erected for this undertaking at

j a near Yokohama.
Oiodatg noted that the station was designed to accom-
‘Untiino- °Ur 8ras engines each rated at 2,130 b.h.p. when 

a' 95 r.p.m. The gas producers were supplied by

Power
shoPs for

It will be noted that the whole of the weight of the pis
tons is carried by the cross-heads, thus reducing wear in the 
cylinder and at the blands. To this end the rods have a 
slight upward chamber, so that they are straight when loaded 
with the weight of the piston. The piston is bolted down to 
a conical seat by a fine threaded nut, the nut beds into the 
piston, and by means of a rubber joint makes a perfectly 
water-tight connection when screwed home.

\
n*

#i1
!l
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. . fitted wi*
the supply going to these. Each water outlet is ..
a regulating cock and a thermometer, so that the ^
each part can be adjusted with great nicety, an 
economized. A single large cock is provided on t e is 
pipe, by which the water can be shut off when the e ^ ■ - 
stopped and the regulating cocks do not, there ore, 
to be touched. aboU-

It is said that the supply of water is at the rate 
8 gallons per b.h.p. hour, and the temperature rises r0vided 
degrees to 105 degrees Fahr. Cooling towers are ^ {0 ;
by the use of which the actual loss of water is redU. ue, 
pounds per b.h.p. hour. The ignition system is un iti0# 
each cylinder is provided with three low-tension „|

and the

THE CANADIAN ENGINEER

totion is provided for the crank pin which is 600 mm. (23^ in.)
in diameter.

The shaft at the fly wheel seating has a diameter of 820 
mm. (32% in.). The front cross-head is of nickel steel with 
the small end pins forged solid with it. There is secured to 
it a cast iron slipper lined with white metal and this is 
ed in such a way that the cross-head proper can readily be 
lifted clear and the piston withdrawn for examination or 
repair.

uk6
secur-

c

In the construction of this gas engine Siemens-Martin 
steel is used for the crank shaft, the main bearings for which 
have four part brasses of steel lined with white metal, and 
these are also arranged with forced lubrication. The glands 
are packed with cast iron rings turned slightly smaller than 

Each is backed by a floating metallic
lubricated

plùgs, operated by small electromagnets 
supply is taken from storage batteries.

It is of interest to note ..
compressed air, admitted through independent Por Jcb er 
valves which are operated by the side shafts. . 10 ^ pieCe> 
gine is coupled a 1,500-kw. alternator having its P0^ un
mounted direct on the rim of the fly wheel, which ' ^
structed by the Lilleshall Company, its weight be ^
100 tons. The rim is compound, being cast roun ^
tailed strip of soft steel, which is provided to take ^ (ie
netic flux between the poles. The kinetic ene^fy-eDt tba' 
wheel at the running speed of the engine is su 1C1 ^ jesS 
the cyclical variation in speed at full load amoun s 
than 1 in 250, it is claimed.

As to operation, it is said the cost per kilowatt i-

start<the rod, and split.
packing kept tight by springs and the glands are 
by oil, supplied by forced feed lubricators.

It will be seen that the valves are operated by eccentrics 
mounted on the side shaft, and which is made in two parts 
coupled together by gearing, and in the gear box provision 
is made for the gears which drive the governor. The latter 
being provided with a speed regulator.

The side shaft runs in ring lubricated bearings and the 
mounted on the top of the cylinder. The ec-

that the engine is wi*

inlet valves are
centric rod from the side shaft is coupled to the upper of a 
pair of “rolling” levers, as shown, and between the two is 
a sliding block, the position of which is regulated by the $0.o46’

governor.

A mj3

i H*

TLi!Ed

Showing Arrangement of Four 2,130 H.P. Engines in Power Plant, Japan.

based upon the working of a 4,500-kilowatt
n't1

centralatts
station, supplying four gas engines, of i,5°° kl'base 
pacity (one as a spare) direct coupled to three ^ ^ ]Ci , 
erators, the gas plant consisting of three units, o c°]]
watts capacity each (one as a spare) ; the plant w

As the block is near the fulcrum of the lower of the pair
A rotableof levers, the valve has its maximum opening, 

sleeve fitted with ports is provided inside the valve casing 
and it moves with the main valve, and by twisting round the 
spindle of the latter the relative proportions of gas and air 
drawn in can be adjusted to suit the quality of the gas being tinuously at a 60 per cent load factor : 

4,500 x 60 x 24 x 365 D#'
= 23,652,000 kw. hours Persupplied.

It is stated that the whole of the valves and their casing 
_ be removed bodily on unscrewing a few nuts. The ex
haust valve is operated by the same eccentric as the inlet 
valve immediately above it. As before, a pair of rolling 
levers are used to secure the desired rapidity of opening and 
closing, but no adjustment is required for varying the amount 
and time of opening, as is necessary at the inlet valve.

The valve is mounted complete in a casing independent 
of, and merely bolted to the cylinder. The casing is thor
oughly water-cooled but the valves themselves are not, since 
it is found that with efficient cooling of the seats this com
plication is unnecessary. There are oil catchers which retain 
all the oil which escapes, and conduct it to a filter below the 
engine, and from this filter it is pumped back to the tank.

The cooling water is supplied at a pressure of about 16 
pounds per square inch, but the accelerating forces to which 
the pistons are subject make a higher pressure necessary for

id*100 - sets w0tl
It is maintained that the two generator ^ tbe t , 

capable at full load of coping with the load, but 
pose of the estimate, and to get a fairer idea o 1 ^ ^
cost, three engines have been assumed to be wot fee* 
consumption of gas per b.h.p. is taken at 106 cn> , 
156 cubic feet per kilowatt hour (half load cons

It is held that the total cost of about V* cent P® ^ irf ,£ 
hour includes interest and depreciation, and is ^ gulP^!* g 
the engine running at about half load. The cost p
acid has been taken at double what it can be bou ^ $11lp ^ 
land to allow for the freight in Japan. Ammoniu j t

in agriculture, ^

can

plays an important part as a manure 
was one of the main reasons in deciding the JaPa 
ment to install a gas plant, and thus support 
without having recourse to foreign manures.
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tei(l Ur*n& typhoid epidemics the water supply of cities is 
strov0riy treated with hypochlorite of lime in order to de- 
- y the active typhoid bacilli in the water and thus prevent 

Dreading of this disease by means of impure water, 
^^cidentally with this practice, nurserymen and others 
plac5 thls treated water for their greenhouse and other 
vig0j.S’ stated that they noticed a peculiar failing in the 

^etr plants, and thus were anxious to obtain advice 
itlg |.,er ^ts water may be injurious to plant life. Consider
ing t,6 great germicidal properties of this preparation, it 
plant °u^bt probable that injury might also result to higher 

Pq r°m its use.
Shutt purpose the Dominion Chemist, Mr. F. T.
San a

the

and Mr. H. T. Gussow, Dominion Botanist, be- 
C°ntinuSr|r’eS exPeriments in February, 19H, which were 
sUbject 6 a view of disclosing any facts bearing on the

Theto be r ^ obtained a number of plants which were suspected 
chlorin in health owing to their being treated with
Hybrid te^ Water- Three plants of carnations and three. of 
treatment°SeS kind were subjected to the following

'ater *nt0 new soil, watered as required with snow

nated vvattte<^ *nt0 new soil, watered as required with chlori-
3. p CI ^°-2d p.p.m. available chlorine).

eate(j ^ °^ted into new soil, watered as required with chlori-
4. p <r‘ but boiled for fifteen minutes.

®ated Waftte^ *nto new soil, watered as required with chlori
5. n er P'115 i lb. of soot per 3 'gallons of water.

*a the sa SeS ®Town on the farm used as check plants trente 
Th 1116 manner with chlorinated water.
Sa Plants were very carefully watched and kept under 

Months h ^°n^ti°n of temperature and culture. After three 
la any ,ad elapsed no difference whatever could be notice 

Cam * 6 plants- The roses blossomed freely throughout, 
ltaQSnla at‘°ns' however, hardi recovered, having been

anted The check plants 
11 showed not the

fleeted to 
^bteSt :

stren 3ted
ablegths

while practically in 
. lhe different modes 

s,gns of any injury, 
experiment was conducted to test 

Water
the effect of 

Variouson the germination of seeds.
chin rangdng from 0.05 to 10 parts per 

floVed me were used. Six varieties of wheat were em- 
l>, 'a ,e Seed being soaked in the freshly made-up solu- 
aoprs)_ an equal number in distilled water. (Time 12

million of avail-

"'as j Sainples 
°und tn k.

Germinationwere sown on the same day.
1° be uniform throughout ; no influence cou 

F [*ie y0 * lue energy of generation or in the developmen 
P’ams. Later on, a series of experiments was 

> reta ? barley and oats without any sign of injury, - 
>thearedati°p- The plants were grown until in flower, 

Car f rt^ Was washed away and the plants, root an < ’ 
Se?ht diffU ly dried in the air and then weighed. Althoug 
- ocCurenCes in weight between plants of the same 

y ihjuri'red. such did not indicate that 
r, Wjt}, US rffltience exerted by the chlorinated water. 
WaSs°W, goin8" into further detail, Mr. Shutt and r
limCr sUpn];d result of this investigation, conclude t a 
& have ,es- as ordinarily treated with hypochlorite of 

5<J Plamn° iniurious effect, direct or indirect, upon culti-

.,Serv°f tL

an there had been

Water
treated with chlorite of lime 

against typhoid fever and its 
effect upon vegetation.

A NOTABLE overload boiler test.
A recent test of the No. 12 boiler in the plant of the 

Narragansett Electric Lighting Company, Providence, R.I., 
produced for eight hours very nearly 250 per cent, of boiler 
rated horse-power at an over-all efficiency of boiler and grate 
of 73 per cent. This test, which was witnessed by James D. 
Andrew and Fred B. Freeman, of the Boston Elevated ; 
Charles W. Clarke, of Stone & Webster Engineering Corpora
tion ; Messrs Arnold and Sarckey, of the Westinghouse Ma
chine Company ; M. Alpern, of the American Engineering 
Company ; H. O. Breaker, of the B. F. Sturtevant Company ; 
B. F. Allen, of Westinghouse-Church-Kerr & Company ; Mr. 
Brown, of the Foster Superheater Company ; Wm. Pastell, 
superintendent of the power station of the Rhode Island 
Company, and M. W. Kern, of the Narragansett Electric 
Lighting Company, was for the purpose of determining the 
capacity of a Riley self-dumping, underfeed stoker of five 
retorts, which had been placed under the boiler.

The boiler, which was twelve years old, is a B. & W., 
12 tubes high, 18 tubes wide, and 16 tubes long. No special 
effort was made to prepare it for this test. As a matter ot 
fact, its companion boiler in the group of two was cold. The 
boiler was of such a size that a stoker of 7 retorts could have 
been installed under it, which would have resulted in the 
burning of more fuel and a considerable increase in the 
parity obtained. As the stoker is of the self-dumping type, 
working automatically, there was not a periodic dumping 
which is a necessary feature of the other types, hence the 
steadiness of the steam pressure (174.1 lbs. average) and 
other operating conditions. The fire appeared to be in the 
same condition from one end of the test to the other, all 
clinker being broken up automatically during its process of 
formation, and the boiler was kept on the regular line for 
some hours after the test.

The total amount of coal consumed was 25,450 pounds, 
or an average of 3,181 pounds per hour. The water fed 
amounted to 251,170 pounds, or an average of 31,396 pounds 
per hour, thus giving an evaporation of 9.87 pounds of 
water for each pound of coal. The water was fed at a tem
perature of 196 deg. F., and the equivalent water evaporated 
per hour from and at 212 deg. F. was 33,437 pounds 
hour, or a total of 969.2 boiler horse-power developed, which 
was 248.5 per cent, of builder’s rating, 
evaporation per pound of coal as fired thus figures out at 
10.51 pounds of water, and the factor of evaporation is 1.055.

The coal analysis showed 74.13 per cent, fixed carbon ; 
14.95 per cent, volatile matter ; 6.52 per cent, ash, and 4.40 
per cent moisture. The calorimeter test showed the heating 
value to be 14,600 B.t.u. when dry, or 13,957 B.t.u. as fired. 
The coal was thoroughly consumed, as is shown by the flue 
gas analysis, which gave 16 per cent. CO; 0.12 per cent. CO; 
and 2.7 per cent, oxygen.

At one time during the test a piece of 4 by 6 timber 
was purposely dropped into the centre hopper to determine 
the effect upon the stoker. This timber, of course, blocked 
the plunger in that hopper and sheared the safety pin located 
on the connecting rod. The plunger was then automatically 
withdrawn from the stoker upon the return stoker of the con
necting rod and left at its outermost position. Upon the re
moval of the obstruction and the insertion of the new pin, 
all of which was done without stopping the stoker, operation 
was resumed as if nothing had happened. Of course, how
ever, the feed of coal into the middle retort was interrupted 
until the adjustment had been made. The horse-power used 
by the blower was determined as 20, while 1.4 horse-power 
was used to operate the stoker. Separate motors were used 
to drive blower and stoker.

ca- •

per

The equivalent
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areCathode Effects—When the imbedded electrodes ^ 

made cathode, different effects are produced. In tms ^ 
there is no tendency for the iron to corrode, an 1 
elusion has been largely accepted that when t e ^ ^. 
flows from the concrete to the iron no effects vve^c^jJieps 
duced. It was found, however, that after such sp®ati,ode 
had been in circuit for several months with the not' 
the bond between 'the iron and the concrete was P ^ tbat 
destroyed. On laying the specimens open it was fo“ e of 
the entire region surrounding the cathode for a 1 e of

inch from the eu ^ 
than 

ceine8

EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC CURRENTS ON 
CONCRETE.

By E. B. Rosa, Burton McCollum and O. S. Peters.

deals with the results of an extended seriesThis paper
of experiments carried out at the United States Bureau of

The investigationsStandards during the past two years.
consisted of three parts, as follows: (1) Laboratory investi
gations relating to the nature and cause of the phenomena 
produced by the passage of electric current through con
crete ; (2) investigations in the field with a view of estab
lishing the probable extent of the danger in practice, and 
the circumstances under which the trouble is most likely 
to occur; (3) a study of the various possible means of miti
gating trouble from this source leading to specific recom
mendations. The experiments were for the most part car
ried out on cylindrical specimens six inches in diameter and 
eight inches high with an electrode, usually of iron or other

either an anode

one-sixteenth to one-fourth of an
the metal was considerably darker in appearance ^ 
main body of the concrete, and was very soft. ,oPe.
here could be shaved off with a knife like soft

Experiments with concrete containing no r~ cUr- 
material showed that the flow of comparatively h effe*
rents through the concrete produced no apprec ^
on its mechanical properties. The effects noted £ ,b=
therefore, solely electrode effects, and the so trati”
cement at the cathode is attributed to the co q{ tbe 
of sodium and potassium hydroxide near the sur ‘ 0f ^ 
cathode, and it is this that causes the soften g 1 
cement. The cracking of the concrete when ^ 

formation of oxide of iron, anc yrb1
mechanical press 

thus prduced 
found to reach v

metal, imbedded in the centre, serving as 
or cathode in different cases. These specimens were im
mersed in water in jars surrounded by a sheet-iron electrode,
which served as the other terminal.

Anode Effects__The tests were carried out with a great
variety of Voltages, ranging from 2 volts to 115 volts, with 
the imbedded electrode anode. On the higher voltages, 
which included all cases having more than about fifteen 
volts per specimen, there was exhibited the familiar phe
nomenon of cracking of the concrete and rapid corrosion 
of the imbedded iron, most specimens cracking within twenty- 
four hours under a current flow of from 0.5 to 0.8 ampere- 
hour.

anode is due to 
action thus gives rise to a 15 1 of

alueScracks the specimen. The pressure 
ured in several instances and was 
over 3.700 pounds to the square mch. .

Rise of Resistance of Concrete.—It was 10 due t
all cases the resistance of 'the concrete rose grea - teI 1 

of electric current, the rise being 
specimens than in cathode specimens, ^

showing an average increase of 137 times the e^g 1»# , 
at the end of seven and a half months, and ^ 
showing an average increase of fourteen time 
resistance at the end of about the same period. con& <

The addition of a small quantity of salt to c6llt. ,
produced very marked effects. Two or three P caiiS 
salt added to the water used in mixing the con ^ 
the anode specimen to be destroyed very quit ,’{be if0 ’ 
very low voltages, because of rapid corrosion s()ften,n[ 
and also greatly increased the rate at which ^(joa 
of the cement at the cathode progressed. U>e con<reft,
salt likewise reduces the initial resistance, of t 
and, more important still, prevents the rise ° 
which otherwise takes place under the influence

i»

the passage 
anode

On the low-voltage specimens, however, where the volt
ages ranged from 2 to 15 volts, very different results were 

At the outset of the investigation 90 specimensobtained.
containing iron electrodes were placed in circuit on fifteen 
volts and watched for a period of seven and a half months. 
At the end of that time a number were broken open, the 

of corrosion determined, and the general conditionamount
of the concrete noted. A most conspicuous feature of the 
results of this test—and a very surprising one in view of 
the results previously obtained at higher voltages is the fact 
that cracking almost universally failed to occur, 
specimens under test only three had cracked at the end of 
seven and a half months, and these were shown to be abnormal 
specimens. In practically all cases, also, there was no appre
ciable corrosion of the iron. It is important to note that 
the total number of ampere-hours per square inch of im
bedded electrode surface in the case of the low-voltage speci- 

is considerably larger than for the high-voltage speci- 
the former averaging 2.6 ampere-hours and the latter

Of the 90
triceleCof the

elec'
current. .... , 1f, frofll i1

In discussing the possibilities of trou ^iofl5’^ 
trolvsis in concrete structures under practical c ^ M 
is pointed out that, while the dangers from this ^ tr0y 
often been greatly exaggerated, the possibilité ine95>> 

nevertheless sufficient to make precaution.' po^f 
under many circumstances. A number 

discussed in the

mens
mens,
only 0.83 ampfere-hour. It is evident, therefore, that the 
quantity of electricity that passes through the specimen does 

alone determine the amount of damage that it may do, 
but that the rate at which the current flows is also an im- 

factor. Moreover, it is evident from these observa-

are
, 5erilast 5necessary

precautionary measures 
of the paper.

are
not

tb6portant
tions that the rate at which damage occurs decreases with 
decrease in voltage much more rapidly when the voltage is 
lower, since in the present instance a reduction of voltage 
to one-fourth of the value used in the high-voltage tests 
enabled the specimens to run with little or no damage for 
a period over 200 times as long as was required to destroy 
the specimens in the higher voltage. It has been shown 
that this difference in the effect of high and low voltages 
is fundamentally due to a difference in temperature. So 
long as the heating effect of the current is insufficient to 
raise the temperature of the specimen to about 450 or 50° 
Centigrade, little or no corrosion results, but if the current 
is strong enough to raise the temperature materially above 
that point, rapid corrosion sets in.

ii ovef |jf
development is proceeding steadily a by , ^ 

lower mainland and cm Vancouver island is s*'° tbe 
announced policy of extension and expansion o coiflP3^
Columbia Telephone Company. Officials of ’ e3tte,,5'j,
toured Vancouver Island last week and will ma e ls'9je
to outside plant in nearly all of the exchanges ^
Improvements have been in progress in Victoria fe, #
of years past, and large works are now in han s^5,
fact that the smaller exchanges throughout the ^ t 
growth indicates a settlement on the agr'cU 10 5
something that is badly needed in this ProV'mce aI)d ^ 
Grey, the company is expending much money,^ 
this year to have telephones all over the Burrar

That

V'
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“MODERN METHODS OF ILLUMINATION.”

Modern methods of illumination have had a great
deal of study and investigation devoted to them during 
the last few years. It has been well justified by the 
admirable results obtained, and has been brought about 
not merely for. commercial reasons, but from the neces
sity of protecting human eyesight from the intensity of 
illumination due to modern inventions in the 
illumination. field of

On another . Pa£e °f this issue will be found 
article dealing with the use of Tungsten lamps in mills 
and factories. It is the invention and commercial advan
tages of such methods of illumination as the metal fila
ment electric lamp that has helped along and adds 
stimulus to the solving of illuminating problems.

Whether the light was close to the 
line of vision or not was a matter of

an

eyes or in the
T . . . no great moment.
In the successive improvements from the tallow candle 
through the oil lamp, yellow flame gas jet, incandescent 
gas mantle, and carbon filament electric lamp the con
ditions as to color and brilliancy were such that the avail
able brilliancy was too small to cause discomfort and 
within limits which were fixed in the case of combustion 
lights by annoyance from heat, smell, and fumes, and 
in the case of carbon lamps by convenience of location 
the source of the light was brought as close to the work 
to be performed as possible. The change from the more 
or less “mellow” light of carbon lamps to the intense 
white brilliancy of incandescent metal filaments had the 
immediate effect of raising complaints against the new 
light on the.score of hurt to the eyes. The greatly im
proved efficiency as regards current consumption was 
not to.be neglected, however, so that means were taken 
to mitigate the cause of complaint by placing the lights 
further away from the working plane. This movement 
had a retrograde aspect, however, since it necessitated 
the use of lamps of higher candle power, though still 
of greater efficiency, to maintain the previous intensity 
of illumination. The next step, therefore, was to search 
for means by which to reproduce this intensity without 
using lamps of higher power than before, and the in
creased use of enamelled tin and opal conical shades 
the result. This has

was
g°ne on till we find that in the 

lighting of shops,. offices, warehouses, showrooms, and 
passages all that is wanted in the majority of cases is 
that a predetermined intensity of illumination shall be 
available at the working plane with a minimum current 
consumption and cost of installation. Shades and globes, 
on the other hand, are largely used in hotel lounges, 
restaurants, and private houses, where the sacrifice by 
diffusion of a small amount of the available light need 
not he considered and where appearance must not be 
sacrificed to first cost.

THE PANAMA CANAL AND ITS INFLUENCE ON 
THE COAST CITIES OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Nothing has probably occurred in the recent history 
of the continent of America calculated to exercise 
profound influence on the future of British Columbian 
cities than the coming opening of the Panama Canal. 
Much has been said in this regard by many writers. It 
would seem that the benefits flowing to the cities 
through the opening to traffic of this gateway will be 
very much as the people decide to make them.

They have a very strong strategical position. They 
have a country teeming with natural resources. They

a more
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CAPITAL OF AUSTRALIA AND lT§ 
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Canadian architects, in common with, members ^ 
the profession in all parts of the world, will s or ^ ^ 
given an opportunity to compete in the designing ^ 
principal public buildings for Canberra, the <*Plta ks 
of Australia, which was officially designated a few ^ 
ago. Canadian Trade Commissioner D. H. Kos ort 
forwarded to Ottawa from Melbourne, Australia, a r \be 

the subject, in which he states that the sites 
principal buildings of the capital having, been o ^ 
mined, it is proposed that competitive designs stw 
invited from all parts of the world. The bu ^ 
sequence contemplates practically no interruption ^ 
among the first public structures to rear themseW
the site will be the governor-general’s residence, c
of justice, police buildings and jail, adminis ^ 
offices, military depot and offices, schools, obser 
medical and hospital buildings, railway station, Y 0f 
minister’s residence, accommodation for membe ^jj. 
parliament, post-office, printing office and town ^ 
Other buildings will also be erected, such as a 
house and educational institutions.

THE CANADIAN ENGINEER628

THE NEWthe whole stretchhave the best natural harbors on
of coast line running from Panama to Alaska—and it 
mie-ht be thought, in consequence of this, that their Mure is so well assured that they could afford to cease 
troubling about it. It would be the part of wisdom, how
ever, for them to leave nothing undone to take full 
advantage of the splendid opportunities which are about 
to present themselves through the opening to traffic of
the Panama Canal. . , . .

Capt. Logan, of Victoria, speaking on the subject,
inclines to the conviction that three things will probably 
happen immediately on the opening of the PanamaJJ"8* 
which will have a direct effect upon the ports of British 
Columbia. First, there will bean increase mthevdume 
of shipping ; second, there will be an influ of immigra 

P the Province; third, there will be material m- 
in the permanent population of the cities.

Vancouver Island of the 
stimulate renewe agita-

on

tion to 
crease

One of the first effects on 
opening of the Canal will
tion for the bridging of Seymour .Narrows 
disputes that, given all-rail connection with the mam-
SÿM/SÏ the North

respectât, immigrants, the[3,%

which will be practically 
across

be to one

ELECTRIC AND STEAM WINDING.without change in a voyage 
duration and at a fare
little more than is now charged for passage 
the Atlantic will assuredly result in bringing West a 
number of those now in the United Kingdom and e se- 
where in Europe who will be drawn by the opportunities. 
It will be probably more comfortable for the emigran !Lm Europe whose destination is the Prair e Provinces 
to travel via the Canal than across the Atlantic direct 
and then by rail west. There will follow a stimulus to 
Island and mainland development, but this will not take 
the most advantageous course unless they have formu
lated some policy before the influx begins.

Victoria and the Island of Vancouver have a 
great future, and if the bridging of Seymour Narrows 
is ever accomplished Vancouver and the other cities on 
he coast will have a hard time to hold their own in

Electric winding at the gold mines on the Raa^g 0{ 
e rapid strides during the last two years m sP^ 0f 

the fact that coal is both plentiful and cheap. e 1 aots» 
the large mining concerns have their own generating ^ 
but as a rule the power is purchased from the Victoria^}, 
and Transvaal Power Company. Those companies

x ImpMtb<power mostly use thegenerate their own
system and those which use purchased power g 
three-phase system, but there are prominent exception ^ ^ 

In the Brakpan Mines, for example, both met tI,e 
at work, the three-phase generally for winding rock a 
Ward-Leonard principally for men and materials 0f 

tons of ore are hoisted monthly from a
nd P1®**1

On the whole, the costs for stores, repairs, a ^ c0ir 
tenance of electric hoists inside the engine-house a 
sidered to be lower than those for a similar size ^g 
plant. The highest efficiency of coal at the lo*e!! ft. to»9 
price for the best local quality would enable »' 
to be lifted by steam at a cost of a penny. In the ^ {fOf0 
quoted the electric winders lifted 260,727 tons of r°nt^ 
a depth of 3,825 ft., and handled men and tools a p0#ef 
to 40 per cent, of the total work performed, f°r aio^ 
cost of $20,000, and the work done in rock hoist ^ wit» 
works out at 960 ft. tons for one penny as comPa 
816 ft. tons for steam.

A better illustration may perhaps be afforded ypaptj^ 
the actual steam and electrical power costs at the ^iCWe 
Consolidated Mines. At the No. 1 shaft a Gran 
winding plant is installed with 6 ft. drums driven^ 
single-reduction gear ratio 127 to 42 by a 600 0 ^ 3^
three-phase induction motor working at 2,000 vo tb
r.p.m. From October, 1911, to July, 1912, 'nC U _3 
particular hoist raised 133,684 tons and used 231 G <>r, * 
the units consumed per ton hoisted averaging I- res, r 
1.1234c. per unit, 1.944c. per ton hoisted. Wit 5 
newals, and labor the total cost was 2.32c. per t0 ^ 
engines were run by steam from November, 1910’ cj,afge ’ 
1911, and, including coal, wages, and maintenance^^ co^ 
the average cost was $498.52 per month. The ave „ ft0 
for electrical winding, including maintenance 
May to September was $363 a month.

50,000 
3,825 ft.

rivalry.

TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRIC ENERGY IN 
BULK UNDER WATER.

The transmission of electric energy in bulk by cable 
under water is a problem that has not yet been seriously 
tackled, but the first sign of a possible new era is seen 
in the project now in course of realization for sending 
electric current from the Trollhattan Waterfall, m 
Sweden, to Denmark by submarine cable. The occasion 
for it has arisen through the need on the part of the 
municipality of Copenhagan for a reliable source of 
energy for its electric tramways. This point was forced 
on the municipality’s notice at the time of the coa 
strike in Great Britain, as they have been accustomed 
to obtaining a fuel supply from there.

It would now seem that only the consent of the 
Swedish Government is needed and a_ contract will be 
entered into for the construction of a high-voltage trans
mission line from the Waterfall Trollhattan, in Sweden, 
along the coast for 160 miles and. then by submarine 
cable across a ten-mile sound to Elsinore, on the Danish 
island of Zeeland. A central distributing station will be 
erected at Elsinore, and a current will be transmitted to 
Copenhagen, fifty miles south, and to other industrial 
centres of the island. >
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Crotory “ss'town lines and extensions into the outlying tern 
Whichre recommended The experts are opposed to subways, 

are not warranted.
ïor<Jd!narUy> ^or a system covering an entire city under 
to onP° S conditions 70 per cent, of the income is reQm^ 
ïePorfrate and t0 meet the taxes and depreciation. e 
these ft °*: Toronto Railway Company for 1911 show t a
Cent nf61115’ exclusive of renewals, consumed only 57-4 Per 
of tL 1 the gross incomes. This demonstrates the ability 
Sacrifi/.'COlnpany to increase its service ma rially wit out 
aHce is'11^ ^a’r retui"n from business, even if liberal a ow 

. Set aside for renewals.
company’s annual report to the Ontario Railway 

Only O S0hows the total expenditure for maintenance to be 
Ch.iCa 5 Per cent of the gross receipts. The average o a 
Shends° C°mPanies for 1910 was 8.6 per cent. But °ro° 
r°advva °nly 1 Per cent on maintenance of trac
Ptirpo-^ile Chicago spends 2.27 per cent 
show„ " The statement of the Toronto Railway Comp . 
ifoij, r,110 exPenditure for renewals, which alone s ou 
pent. ,ft0.10 Per cent, of the gross receipts Thirty-five P 
’’hPrpve tbe COmPany’s tracks should be rebuilt an °
Ftoss rpments made. Fifteen to eighteen per cent of tb 

Put in °fiDtS should he spent in upkeep, after the p 
o . ^st-class operating condition. 

atès speed of the cars should be increased, the'■ *ep ^

6 Cr’e'Vsd0ftrai.lerS Sh0U,d be eliminatedl Jthe Foster cars 
°f the cars should be more alert.

60

for the same

is

ABSTRACT of report on the city of 
Toronto traffic requirements.

of TThe rep°rt of B‘ T Arn0,d- of 'Chicago, and T. W. Moyes, 
■ Or°nto, who were engaged -by the latter city to examine 

0 and report on street railway trafic requirements, has 
fQ°W been made public. The report itself has been finished 

some time, but the city had refused to make its contents
Public.

The report as boiled down reads :— 
Car congestion can be overcome by re-routing.
Overcrowding 

extra cars.
tke Track mileage has increased only 2.4 per cent., while 

Population increased 9 per cent.
6 Toronto Railway Company spends 57-46 per cent. 

COr^r°ss income on operating and other expenses, while other 
Ponies spend 70 per cent.

track °r°nto sP®nds less than 1 per cent, in maintenance of 
and roadway. Chicago spends 2.27 per cent, 
irty-five per cent, of the company’s track should be

be largely eliminated by the use ofcan

rebuilt.
Taster service should be provided and trailers eliminated, 

car * qu‘Pment is so- operated as to produce 28 cents per 
r ®Jde. while .

Toronto has
expenses are 13 cents.

. 113 miles of single track,
cost 65 sk°uld be made, which, with equipment, would

762,000.
Die Ubes are not needed at present, if better surface equip-

VS Provided-
°tor ’busses will not meet the situation, 

is tbe c’ty has outgrown its transportation facilities
Way 0fhasized- They say there are few difficulties in the 
Way . giving needed relief. Co-operation of the varied rai 
relieflnt(e(rests *s suggested as a means of affording quic 
few 1" ‘<™'.ar congestion could be overcome by re-routing a
be la!.neS 'n '■he congested district, and over-crowding cou 
h°ur f,ely eliminated by the use of extra cars during rush 

They recommend faster time schedules, and say an
additional

An addition of
127

imProved service could be thus given without ancar.

should be provided, and improved turnouts and curves in
stalled.

The Toronto Railway Company is at present operating 
113 miles of track over an area of about 10% miles in length, 
east and west, by 3% miles in the extreme width, north and 
south. The business is conducted with 642 cars, 569 double- 
truck and single-truck motor cars and 73 trailers. The equip
ment is so operated as to produce 28 cents per car mile, 
notwithstanding the low fares, while the expenses are about 
12 cents per car mile, a most favorable showing for surface 
lines in any city.

The total cost of the proposed additions to the present 
system, for 127 miles of new track, 600 pay-as-you-entex cars, 
additional car-houses, sub-stations and other equipments, 
is estimated at about $8,762,000.

If the civic car lines and those of the Toronto Railway 
Company are to continue to be operated under more -than 
one management until 1921, a terminal in the business 
tion of the city is recommended. “Without proper outlets,” 
the report states, “isolated lines generally lead a precarious 
existence and prove a disappointment.”

The estimate of the cost of a complete new surface and 
subway system is $10,473,000. The present traffic would 
not warrant this expenditure, -the experts state, but they 
admit that a subway system might be a financial 
if the growth of population north of St. Clair Avenue and 
Danforth Avenue increased greatly.

The following radial lines are recommended : Yonge 
Street, Cottingham Street to the north end of the new city 
limits, with temporary arrangements for transfers with the 
Metropolitan Railway ; double tracks to Eglinton Avenue this 
year, with double rails owing to the difference in 

. Davenport Road from St. Clair Avenue and Keele 
Street to Dupont and Bathurst Streets, to be double-tracked 
in 1916.

sec-

success

gauge.

Dundas Street, from Keele Street to Lambton, double 
track in 1914.

Weston Road, from Dundas Street to Mount Dennis 
(Eglinton Avenue), 1916.

Lake Shore Road, as a terminal and outlet for lines 
west of Sunnyside Avenue, to be operated to the Humber as 
part of the King Street line as soon as the gauges are 
equalized.

Kingston Road, from King Street north-east and 
to the city limits, to be double-tracked by 1916.

east

WORK ON ATLANTIC DIVISION OF C.P.R,

Word comes that Mr. W. Downie, general superintendent 
of the Atlantic division of the C.P.R., has issued the follow
ing statement in respect to the expenditure on maintenance 
of way, bridges, rails, culverts and the like on the main line 
from Megantic to St. John, not counting branches for the 
two years, 1911-12:—

Capital.
$220,142

348,417

Maintenance.
$528,985

674,663

Total.
$749,127
1,023,081

1911
1912

Total for two years
Mr. Downie pointed out the large yearly increase in these 

expenditures and the -big total reached last year as compared 
with the expenditure in 1911, and said that during the last 
nine years the entire division from Megantic to St. John had 
been relaid with 80 to 85-lb. rails, while the line was ballasted 
throughout. Every wooden bridge taken out and replaced 
by steel with masonry or concrete and wooden culverts 
replaced by concrete ones.

$1,772,208

were
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of B. coil-daily analysis of the water indicates the presence 
The cost of this treatment would be small.

The committee considered the relative merits of P«»sU^ 
filters, as compared with the rapid mechanical gravity ^ 
It was shown that the first cost would be less, add that ^ 
would be an approximate saving in head of from nine 
feet by the adoption of the mechanical gravity type. ^
further shown that filters of this type are rapidly supp a

The committee recomnoethose of the pressure type.
their adoption.

It was believed that in using both the present
Grand reservoir into f line»

inch

and 16-inch mains from the Rio
ma, the best plan would be to install pumps on thes1® oSt- 
just south of the proposed purification plant to act as ^ 
ers” to the gravity head available, these pumps to 
signed to deliver the maximum supply south of °t neaX 
with a terminal pressure practically zero at some poin 
the present low level reservoir at Ancon. At the latter 
it is proposed to install a second “booster* station 
pumps directly on the main to lift water to the low an 
level reservoirs. This line would be by-passed, so 
pumps could pump directly into the mains fed from the ^ 
reservoirs. All pumps and stations would also be by-Pa fg 
so that in case of trouble to the pumps, the head ^ 
gravity would deliver some water through the mains. ^ 
“booster” pumps will obviate the necessity of laying a 
ditional feeder line, at least until the estimate of i-> ,
gallons of water a day is exceeded. “Booster station 
would probably be located on the west bank of t e 
north of Pedro Miguel Locks, and would contain the s 

furnishing Gatun Lake water to the 
‘Booster” station No. 2 would likely be

station at -

that the
above

edi

,o<X>

situ'mentary pumps 
cation plant. ‘
ated at some point near the present pump

At the present time there are at Ancon two high Pr®^ 0„ 
reservoirs, each 1,000,000 gallons capacity, one s'tua ^oV6 
the east side of Ancon Hill at an elevation of 295 fee ^ aD

level, and the other on a knoll back of Hotel Tivo h i0Q 
elevation of 138 feet. The committee was of the ^ fe. 
that additional high pressure storage is necessary, 
commended the construction of a new 1,500,000-gal on^ ^jgb 
voir immediately adjacent and connected to the presen^ 
level reservoir on Ancon Hill.

Ancon'

sea

da»
of the emergencyThere is installed in the masonry 

at the north end of iPedro Miguel Locks, a 24-inch 
cast iron main carrying the water from the Rio Gran 6 ^

the opinion of the committee tha ,
possible future^
inches m pfe.

dia»eter
rosS

a
the locks. It was
measure of safety, and to provide for a 
crease, an additional cast iron main, 30 
should be carried across the locks to a junction with 
sent 16-inch and 20-inch water mains.

The committee investigated a number of sites 0t, 
the location of the proposed purification v t

except

re-witb

ference to
but refrained from making a recommendation, 
the plant be situated at the best point available on 
side of the canal, north of Pedro Miguel Locks.

vrest

»s
beThe committee recommended that such work 

will make the old 16-inch main continuous from 
Grand reservoir to Panama, and that it be cross

cte°-conn6

to the new 20-inch main throughout its length. g
In view of the fact that the elevation of the P“_ qua® 

plant, the size of the “booster” pumps, and finally »
tity of water that the mains may be expected to 6 gnt o' 
Panama depends on the correct value of the coo 
friction for these lines, the committee recomm111 ajoPt 
friction tests be made, and that the results obtain! ^ t^e de 
ed in connection with the computations involved ,n
sign of the different plants.

PANAMA WATER SUPPLY.

The committee, consisting of Mr. H. H. Rousseau, 
chairman ; H. O. Cole, George M. Wells, James T. B. Bowles, 
and Louis Ernst, appointed to consider plans and make re
commendations for a permanent water supply for the Pacific 
end of the canal, has submitted its report, and same has 
been approved by the chairman.

The plans contemplate the continued use 
Grande reservoir, and the increasing of its capacity by rais
ing the dam to elevation 265; feet, or 27 feet above the pre
sent. crest. It is believed that with the increased capacity 
the reservoir will supply at least 6,000,000 gallons of water 
a day, except in years of minimum rainfall, such as 1888 and 
1912.

of the Rio

It is further proposed to use the Camacho reservoir as an 
auxiliary supply. The surface of the water in this reservoir 
at high level is 100 feet above that in the Rio Grande, so 
that a gravity flow between the two reservoirs could be main
tained by means of a pipe line, or by a small concrete-lined 
aqueduct laid around the main hills for a distance of about 

It is estimated that about 1,500,000 gallons of 
day would be added to the Rio Grande supply in this 

Before final adoption of the Camacho pipe line, the 
committee recommended that an estimate be made of the 
cost of laying the line, as compared with an estimate of the 
cost of pumping the same amount of water a day from Gatun 
Lake.

13,000 feet, 
water a
manner

Assuming that 7,500,000 gallons of water a day might be 
obtained from the above sources, the committee turned its 
attention to the matter of a further supply. The possibility 
of procuring water from the Pedro Miguel and Cocoli Rivers 

discussed, but the idea was abandoned in favor of Gatunwas
Lake.

The plan of pumping water from the lake at a point on 
the west side of the canal, just north of the entrance to Pedro 
Miguel Locks, would involve the installation and operation 
of electrically driven pumps, but it would provide, an abso
lutely certain supply during all months of the year, and 
would take care of a consumption far beyond the present 
estimate.

The consumption will probably not be less than 8,000,000 
gallons a day when the canal opens, 
pansion, the committee recommended that the maximum 
normal supply should not be less than 12,000,000 gallons a 
day, and that the purification plant, pump station, and ac
cessories be designed not only for that amount, but that pro
vision be made for their future extension and enlargement 
without interference with the continuity of the supply.

In view of future ex-

andThe experience gained during the past six years, 
particularly during the last year of the Agua Clara plant at 
Gatun, conclusively indicated in the minds of the members 
of the committee that the stream waters of the Isthmus yield 
readily to aeration, and aluminum sulphate treatment, fol
lowed by sedimentation and sand filtration. Heretofore, 
little attention has been given to the bacterial efficiency of 
the treatment, because practically all the water used for 

has been taken from uninhabited water-drinking purposes 
sheds, with very little risk from contamination. In the pro
posed new water supply, the use of Gatun Lake water makes 
the matter of bacterial efficiency an important one. It is be
lieved that a properly designed purification plant, with aera- 

and sedimentation, using aluminum sulphate, followed
of such water, but to

tion
by rapid sand filtration, will take 
provide against the possible contingency of pathogenic bac
teria getting into the filtered water mains, it is proposed to 
use a bleaching agent—hypochlorite of lime—in addition to 
the aluminum sulphate, this agent to be used only when the

care
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THE problem of the
STEEL RAIL.

has ^ _6 Pr°blem of the steel rail is, as it 
6en f°r years, a very real one. In 
connection we present herewith an

this
extract t
M.Inst cIr0m a Paper by A. J. Beaton, 
Afrjc ‘ ”T'-> which appeared in the South 
in jj^n ^ailway Magazine. Mr. Beaton, 
the u .Paper> presents data secured from 

nite£ States, Great Britain and South 
he article is dine which it will 

^Pay those interested
m hlr. Beaton’s article as follows :

to read. We

The0Ptni0r,ere *S a considerable divergence of 
ttiainy am°ng railway engineers, and 
age ^c°nfused ideas exist, as to the aver- 

e of a steel rail. An expert author- 
estimated that an 8olb. rail

tty has
Wifi he
Oooj00o WOrn out after carrying about 250,- 
tVorljj ha°nS tra®c- The railways of the 
Utiles aie a mileage of about 642,000 
P°ses hj1^ ,yet ^or strictly replacement pur-

two million tons of steel rails 
unnually, although American rail 

e Producing about four million 
rails

are used

Per annum, the bulk of these, 
being for new railway con

state one rail breaks 
each 3.8 miles of single 

The nuZak°ut one rail in every 1,220. 
^tUeriCan 6r.0^ raü failures, covering 83 
acc°rdin r ra^ roads during the year 1910, 
^crican *0 the Committee on Rail, of the 
raU&ed fr Railway Engineering 
°f new f01?1 0 to t>129 rails per 10,000 tons 
°t>e rajj a* ‘ On the continent of Europe 
every ye m irom 1,350 to 2,000 breaks 
^Utlwax, ai".’ wbile on the South African 
age„ ys tor the

year f0r

Society,

year 1911, 301 rail break- 
_. reported, being about one rail 

ab°ut g miles, or one rail failure in 
* bvay VJry ^>boo. The South African 
ailures . ^Ures do not embrace the rail 

The 'k Stat*°n yards and sidings.
"'are , U*b °f the breakages in America 
c*Uded se 6 ^5^b- and golb. section, and in- 

Non*Veral 9o*b- titanium rails. 
trihuted't °f tbe breakages have been at- 
lIle faiJ 0 mherent weakness of the rails, 
ntaiUs in^eS being alleged to unusual 

by such severe conditionsas the
C°UlUterb ,aCtlon of flat wheels, defective 
r°Und, cj& anced wheels, wheels out of 
^uper tr'- ective track, poor ballast and im- 

creaS6 racl< fastenings,” while the recent 
Ztlsiderahl aX*e 'oads and high speeds haye 
, e reVer\y reduced the time factor for 
°ads, tli Sa| of stresses under the wheel 
°a the rer.eby inflicting more punishment 

aCe und', tba<n wbat would have taken 
er hghter axle loads and lower

!!ere of r , l^s °n the American railways 
6 fa,ilUrGe' nt rolling, and the majority of 

st aiQioth^ °CCUrred during the three cold- 
S °f the year, the month of Janu-

ih

sPeeds.
The
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axy accounting for 1,645 breakages out of a iota! of 3,951 
for the year.
the London and North-Western Railway, England, the num
ber of rail failures in 1898 were twice as many during the 
winter months as in summer.

Life of Rails.—The life of a rail is greatly dependent 
on the nature of its composition, its geographical position, 
the type of rolling stock, the volume of traffic, and the qual
ity of ballast.

An 8olb. rail, of 5-inch section, laid in a tunnel on the 
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad, carried 65,- 
000,000 tons with a loss of Jfs-inch of metal upon the head 
before it was removed. The loss of metal on the top of rails 
on all sections of the tunnel was about twice as rapid as 
rails in the open subjected to the same tonnage.

On exposed sections of many railways running along 
the sea coast, corrosion due to the action of the sea-air is 
very severe on steel rails and fastenings.

The discovery of an effective anti-corrosive composition 
will be valuable and remunerative, both to the inventor and 
railway companies.

It has been recorded that an 8olb. rail was in service 
on the Great Northern Railway, England, for 35 years. The 
analysis of this rail indicated a very soft rail with high 
phosphorus.

On lines with slow and heavy traffic the head of the rail 
may have less ductility with slightly greater abrasion resist
ance than would be permissible for lines carrying a high 
speed passenger service. On the other hand, rails subjected 
to heavy traffic and high speeds should be of the very best 
composition, and improved in their wearing quality, even at 
an enhanced price, and every effort made to arrive at the 
best scientific disposition of the materials so as to synchron
ize the life of every section of the rail.

In discussing the wear of rails on curves, Mr. Beaton 
states that no comprehensive reliable information has hither
to been collected on any of the South African railways, al
though exceptional opportunities were presented in the way

In June only 52 failures were reported. On

Vi
25% head 
wear on an 
outer rail of 

a curve.

va»-toe
Extra metai X

— Fig. IS . —
of an extraordinary abundance of sharp curvature, and con
sequently the scientific world has been deprived of much 
valuable data.

Table Showing Life in Months of 751b. Ralls, A.T.S.F.Ry.
Radii of Curves in Feet.

574 717 955 1146 1433 I9IO
15 24 40 56 72
24 48 60 72 96

Feet.
Months.Outer rail . . 9 

Inner rail . .18

Statistics are not compilations for satisfying curiosity,

'J

but should be of such practical commercial value as to eD 
able future efforts to be directed into more successful chan
nels, and to assist in correct deductions being arrived at‘ 
When the reliability of statistics is once assured they shoal

Life in Months of 1001b. Rails on P.R.Ry.
ft. ft. ft. ft. ft. ft. Tan- 

2865 5760 gent-
14 20 30 60 90 120

637 717 955 1433Radius 
Life in months . . 9

one’s Petbe accepted and acted upon, even if they upset 
theory, or clash with popular preconceived conclusions.

Fig. 16.

as in m°5t
made >D 

error*
In Europe, where curvature is not so severe 

other countries, although elaborate tests have been 
connection with determining the wear of rails due to 
in curvature, no very extensive experiments are reC 
ed in regard to the excess wear on curves in relation t0

ord-

wear on tangents. attemP15
d ta»'American railways have, however, made some 

to arrive at the relative life of rails on sharp curves an ^ 
gents. The Aitchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railway ^ 
tabulated the approximate times of removal of 75lb. ral 
the sharp curves on the mountain section of their sV5 
particulars of which are given in the above table.

Investigations made by the Pennsylvania Railway ^ 
this connection have not differentiated between the wear 
the outer and inner rail, the table given above merely ^ 
dicates the average wear on ioolb. rails on various rad 
der heavy main life traffic.

This table corroborates the accepted axiom that tbe 
cess rail wear on a curve varies approximately as the 
of curvature

The conclusions arrived at from the experiments ^ 
on American railways are that the excess wear on a 
curve will be about

in-

e*'
degree

ad*
574ft- 

_ , tad'
230 per cent, of the rail wear oai ^ 

gent. Tests made on the Northern Pacific Railway i® - 
that the excess wear .on a curve over that on a tangenL^^

will b* 
eight

a

little less than one-quarter of the tangent wear per 
of the curve. It is, however, doubtful if these results 
applicable to the 3ft. 6in. gauge and the type and w 
rolling stock on the South African railways. of

There are many important factors affecting the 
rails on curves which might well claim the closer inve g)t- 
tion of engineers on maintenance of way, and practm^jch 
perience and minute inspection is the best school in ^aCt 
to acquire the requisite knowledge. It is a well-kno" n

curvature
that errors of over 8 per cent, from the true
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^uCeslife tlle life of a rail from one-third to one-half its natural 
ta ' ad the curvature been true. Similarly, irregularity in 
the J °r ™ suPer-elevation have a disturbing influence om 

^ear of rails and on the smooth riding of the track.

was kept of the rolling tons of traffic which passed over the 
track.

A similar practice obtained on the Rhodesian Railways, 
although in Natal, owing to the rapid wear of rails on 300ft. 
curves and 1 in 33 grades, the practice of exchanging the 

rails was not adopted, but in some cases side 
worn rails were laid on tangents, a practice 
which does not give so satisfactory results as 
when reversed in their original /position or 
transferred to the opposite rail in the curve.

On the Cape Government Railways curve 
worn rails were not exchanged, as was the 
custom on the other administrations.

Sections of worn rails recently removed 
from curves on the South African Railways 
are seen in Figs. 10, n, 12 and 12a.

The table given will serve to better ap
preciate the value of the above sections of 
rails.

writer observed degree (478ft. radius) curve,on a 12

-

I
-

..

On some American railways golb. rails are 
removed from the main line after showing a 
head wear of 25 per cent. A safe practice is 
to remove all worn rails from passenger ser
vice lines when they show a loss on their 
original weight of 8 per cent, on curves and 
10 per cent, on tangents, dependent, however, 
on certain factors of speed and traffic ob

taining on particular sections. Professor Webb describes 
interesting tests conducted on the Northern Pacific

Fig. 18.
frith 4 •

lnc^es of super-elevation and
D an uP-grade of 1 in 50 compensated, that the abra- 
the lower rail of

width of 3ft-a gauge some
Railroad, regarding the wear of rails on curves. The figures 
obtained indicated that the rail wear is comparatively small 
during the first half of the life of a rail, and that the rate 
of wear grows in geometric ratio, especially so on sharp 
curves. This may possibly be due to the wear of the rail 
conforming to the outline of the wheel tyres, causing an ac-

sio11 on

deg. (4iarf Was apparent on the higher rail, while on a i4° 
Vt wuh° t''1 curve> with a similar super-elevation and grade, 

only a gauge width of 3ft. 6^in., the wear on the 
other 't’e °f the higher rail was very marked. On an

widened

but noside the curve was very severe,

to rtl°n °f this curve, where the gauge was 
®°ints t ^ Ù n° s'de wear of either rail was observable. This 
0l> verv° y necessity for allowing liberal “slack to gauge 
tIeVation ar? curves- rather than increasing the super-

as is sometimes practised.

celeration of the abrasion on the running face of the rail 
through the close contact of the knuckle of the tyre

The average yearly loss in weight in lbs. of five rails 
on the outer side of a 10 degree curve (578 ft.) on the North
ern Pacific Railway, extending over a period of five years, 
showed the following results :—

2nd 
year.
9-55

Onficulty“0f Single track railway there is the insuperable dif-
^tions Securing- the correct super-elevation for both dir

—un Cu° tra«c, thus on a 1 in 50 down grade, on a 10-
a*rty . e with 4 inches of super-elevation, a speed o

but65 ^er k°ur is permissible with passenger rolling 
ait>e<i U ^ything approaching this speed cannot be at- 
ta®c ha fn UP grade passenger train, while heavy g°° s 

0^? y reaches ten miles per hour, hence for such s ow 
■ thcref_ ^ ba^ an inch super-elevation would be require , 

, evation , e’ becomes necessary to approximate the super 
°r if th 1 f about the mean speed of the up and down trains, 

a3t’tQtim theoretical super-elevation demanded for t e 
h Ste«P Permissible speed on sharp curves is adopted on 
,e XVn S'rade, then undue wheel flange pressure wi
s°uld, tj. °n the lower rail by upgrade slow trains, 1 
beed ca^ef°re> aPPear as if the maximum permissible safe

^-hetits 0t be

3rd 4th1st 5thehai year.
Loss in lbs. ... 10.85

year. 
16.55

The tests were made over a variety of kinds of steel, 
each rail having lost a little over 8 per cent, on their weight, 
and are described as “badly worm,” yet not actually re
moved from the track.

Remarks.—Nos. 1 and 2 are still in the track, having 
done 54 months’ service to date.

Nos. 3, 4 and 5 were in the track for 47 months, on 
higher side of curve, them turned end for end in their orig
inal side of the curve, and finally removed from the track 
after 17 months’ service on their new running face, after a 
total service of 64 months.

Nos. 6 and 7 were removed from service at the end of
the above periods.

Nos. 10 and n represent the wear on rail after a period 
of 215 months, but were left in the track until 1912, a total 
service of 240 months, but no record was kept showing the 
wear after final removal from the track.

Figs. 16 and 17 represent the photographs of a section 
of an 8olb. rail from the Boven Deviation. This rail is from 
a. 410 ft. radios- curve 1 in 70 grade. It did service in the 
high side of the curve for 35 months, and was then changed 
over to the low side, and finally removed from the track 
after being 17 months in the low side of the curve owing to

year.
7-75

year.
11.651

with steeppermitted om sharp curves
It

Was thefra African Rail- 
side of

Vs iu r Practice on the Central South 
j rv«s and m°Ve side-worn rails from the higher

tany :nre'Place them in the lower side of the curve, while 
Jr. 3 inrkStanCes> when the versed sine of a rail was not 

,cs at the centre the rail was reversed m 1 
*iead Gre curve ; generally after the side wear on

th tb? ra’I indicated a loss of from three to 0 
^°sin(e Ta^ kdng- finally removed from passenger rne 

> 2„?b0U' ■» Per =en,. of i„ original weight. The 
of Mb „il, o„ ,So metre curve, ranged 

ee ^nd four years. Unfortunately, n° r

to

ov

hebo
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rail-

25 per cent of metal on the head of a worn outer curve — 
As side-wear on curves is much in excess of on straig 

Mr. Potter’s suggestion is not quite practicable, as it  ̂

volves a redundance of head metal on tangents, or e *e^n. 
cessitates having different depths of rails on curves and g 
gents, with the attendant objectionable joggled jdn 

fishplates. (_
The additional area in the fillets of the web of M-r- Qf 

ter’s rail also appear somewhat excessive, as the bu 

failures in the web originate where slots are prov 
base of the rail for spikes—presumably to stop creep ^ 
ting notches for spikes in the edges of the flanges o a  ̂

is not good practice, knowing how sensitive steel is to^oSt 
detrimental form, of which the angular shape is the

the excessive “fraying” of the new running edge, so clearly 
shown on the photographs.

A number of rails by various makers, and collected 
from different railways in England, showed very little de
terioration or wear on the top of the rail. After a service of 
an average of sixteen years, and having carried an average 
of 100,000,000 tons, the head wear only showed a little over 
%-inch on average.—(Vide Proceedings Inst. C.E., Vol. 
CXXXV1.). ided in tb® 

—cut-

aggravating.

10
6

uf
servie®

Which
leg

oT curve 
removed

Type Original 
• of weight 

• of
133 Radius

ofName of Railway. load
passed

over
I-S I Rail.

Rail!*I re”

InlO.OWlbs.lbs.FeetNo.
(ins.)

62
Higher

/ Higher 
I Higher 
/ Higher 
i Higher 

6 I Higher
l Higher 

41 • • Lbwer

71 Higher

4J Higher

61, Higher &

3 Higher

3 Higher

■ j Higher

B.S.S.1 in 66478'Deviation " 
Line ..Eastern (4')

1 in 66478
410nsvaal.Tra

Ditto
(41*) I 

410't
1 in 70 
1 in 70?;>Dit

Dit (4f)
410'

Ditto ..
j Natal Main Line

j Eastern 
( (Low^elt) ..

O.F.S. Main Line .. 

( Donker’s Poort

1 in 70
(41*)

1 in 30300'i
1 in 30Fig. 21.

64 nf 1 in 50 Z.A.S.M.Line Trans-
(4*) 
64 N Ythe London and 

North-Western Railway broke after carrying between 25,000,- 
000 and 50,000,000 tons of traffic, while oinly 17 Per cent, 
failed after carrying between 50,000,000 
tons.

1 in 50Forty-five per cent, of the rails on (4')# Not
1 in 80 C.G.R.10 f mi

485' 1 in 80 able-11 /(3}')
500
(5")and 100,000,000 N.G.R. 

N.G.R. I 
B-S-S. *

1 in 39" •
300

12 Natal Main Line ..
12. I 1 in 33(6 I

It is, however, very difficult to say what internal deteri
oration takes place in rails from “fatigue” of the metal, or 
what brittleness is developed by the cold hammering of the 
wheels ; therefore, loss of weight or severe abrasion of sur- 

alone determine the limits of the usefulness of 
On the other hand, the Colonial maintenance engi-

on Section5 0South African Railways. 
Table Showing Details of Grade, Wear, etc., 

Worn Steel Rails.
to

The suggestion of increasing the area of the weveh 
a small extent between the web and the base, is, 0 
worth further investigation, as many rails fail at these 
before other sections are exhausted.

face cannot 
a rail.
neer has not the necessary apparatus at hand to accurately 
determine the various factors affecting the durability of a 
steel rail ; he must, therefore, for the present, at any rate, 
fix the limit of its usefulness by its loss of weight or other 
visible physical defects which renders it unsafe for use in

1stee
Fig. 13 shows the present prevailing 8olb. stamen Ri

rait of American railways, with the old section of the 
cam steel 8olb. rail super-imposed thereon in dette 
Fig. 14 shows the B.S.S. 8olb. rail super-imposed m  ̂

lines on the existing standard 8olb. rail of the 
Railway Engineers’ Association.

The American Railway Engineering Association h 
served “a difference between rails of different mi 5 tb6 
the sections and chemical compositions are practic 
same,” and has consequently deputed steel experts to^c " 
mine by actual tests which of the leading steel mai 
ers turn out the best rails.

The figures 18 and 21 are reproductions of

the track.
In connection with the excessive wear of rails on curves, 

attention might be d’evotéd to this important matter, 
and it would well repay maintenance engineers to give the 
subject closer scrutiny and more scientific study, with the 
view of elucidating the relative life of a rail and its resist- 

in varying degree of curvature, gauge, and

more
ob

wbefl

an.ee to wear
super-elevation, as any accurate data obtained in this con
nection would undoubtedly form a valuable asset to track

tt*'

phoW^jL.
TV/f niifl L .

economics.
Improved Rail Section.—The first thought suggesting a 

remedy for excessive rail head wear is to increase the area 
of the metal subjected to the greatest wear, and such a pro
posal has been submitted for discussion by Mr. W. S. Pot
ter, of the Manganese Steel Rail Company, New York, whose 
suggestion consisted of the addition of more available head 
metal and increasing the thickness of the base by the ad
dition of fillets between the web and base.

The section shown in white outline, is an American golb. 
rail, the shaded areas indicate the proposed additional sec
tion which adds islbs to the weight of the rail, while the 
heavy dotted lime on the head of the rail represents a loss of

taken of a worn-out 78m. rail from the ivatai *

Mr. Chas. G. Bateman, Assistant Superintendent 0 ^“l1 
tenance, quotes the life history of this rail as follow^^.^t 
was laid on straight about 1898. Removed from ^ 
and put in high side of 500 feet radius curve at 4-■'* ^ tb*5 

the 6th December, 1908 ; taken out from high si 1 ^ tb6 
2nd November, 1910, and was relaid again fee1

side of

on
curve on
gth of the same month for relaying low u,
radius curve at 40)4 miles, ‘Satan’s Hole,’ and sCi-»P
combined train on the 5th August, 1912, when it wa^ gf,o 
ped. Grade 1 in 30, and trains usually negotiate t

Â
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r&cejvn, Wednesday, April 16th, at io a.m.,
9UestCC a kearing from the Ontario Government 
rneilt 10n °f the control of the Grand River. The Govern 
publi represented by Hon. Dr. Reaume, Minister of
and u WoTks ! Hon. Mr. Duff, Minister of Agriculture ; 
s0n }4 prs- pattinson, M.P.P., Mills, M.P.P., and Richard-

a delegation 
on the

all ^legation was a large one, representatives
Perg-,,6 ^Hicipalities along the river, from Dunnvil e o 

’’’ being present.
Hivefr J' P- Jaffrav, of Galt, the President of the Grand 
for p reprovement Association, in presenting his argumen 
thro^erninent action, said that the Grand River valley ran 
Brov; °ne of the most thickly populated sections ° 
tUrino-Ce’ and also one of the most important in manu a 
tie J, ^riculture, and general interests in the k)°rnial° 
erHtno' ( tkat delegations had been approaching t e 
Cl111 during the past twelve years. The flood menace 
d'vindlinnStan^y increasing, while the low-water

from

flow was

Mr.-c Wn , 'P H. Jones, City Engineer of Brantford,. sl’°?e 
Comto° k. d°ne on the river by the Hydro-Electric P
this woT°n last Year, and of their recommendation that
so as ,r should be continued on a more thoroug ,
*he p ° ^.et data and designs required. He a ce 
Ptoj6ct ^ssion should be requested to fully rtpor o 
c% of' RHe spoke of the large expense incurred . 
still fa®rantford (over $100,000), and flood protection was 

Mr ,'Pm satisfactory. . .... a
GovernmKerr’ of Fergus, spoke of the desirability
aearlv ent reservation of large size on the waste a 

s°> of the head water areas of the Grand iver 
lierin Preithaupt presented his reasons °r
^etit 1- e. Government should take action, and 1
s°nie vaiglVen at some length in this account, as

Th„ l’ahle data on the Grand River. .
^ressgj . °n- Hr. Reaume stated that he was Str°”mmend 
o^erntri' '^ the urgency of the case, and would rec 

rj ent action. He suggested that municipalities <
< Voenr Should contribute a part of the funds required to

*? 5-iiasrsiïï cm «« » ^
addr^ H. Breithaupt, M. Inst. C.E„ in the course

?>^iarea of ,he Gra"'1 Bi,er’ 2'?,„ïïT

Kestem n. the central part of the peninsula «
^th, Oxfntario; Parts of the counties of ld;mand
1,(1 the ,rd- Norfolk, Hal ton, Wentworth and - The 

Who,e of Wellington, Waterloo and Bra

the

his

fairly
This 
what ^

close

steadily. Loss of weight, 13 lbs. 5. ozs. per yard, 
represents a loss of about 17 per cent, which is some- 

excess of the recommended maximum, 
t will, therefore, be seen how important it is to give a 

on r anC* okservant study to everything affecting the wear 
nectrails’ in order to effect every economy possible in con- 

10n wifh a unit which is far and away the most expen- 
cinstituent part of the permanent way.

ly cielen fr°m these

engine

sive

manifest-meagre notes it must appear 
r that a wide field of research is open to the railway 

and Cl *n connection with the problem of the steel rail, 
hire any careful investigations of a practical or scientific na 
hitheVl^ ke welcomed as an effort to assist in solving a 
eO Neglected factor which reflects so materially on tke 

Ical functions of railway engineering.

G°VERNMENT hearing on the grand

RIVER CONTROL.

drainage area is wide, and of largest expanse along the 
upper part of the river. The Conestogo branch rises also 
on the head plateau almost as far north as the main river.

Total fall of the river from the head plateau of its rise 
to its outlet into Lake Erie is over 1,100 feet.

The head water plateau was originally largely swamp, 
probably to the extent of 400 square miles in area or more. 
During the last fifteen or twenty years especially this 
swamp area has been cleared and drained. Run-off from it 
is now very rapid at times of snow melting and heavy rain
fall, whereas formerly it was slow and snow melting was 
greatly retarded. In consequence spring floods of the river 
have greatly increased.

Tributaries of the main river in their order from up
stream are the Conestogo from the west, the Eramosa-Speed 
from the east, and the Nith from the west.

Precipitation, rainfall and snowfall are not definitely 
known in the watershed of the Grand River. There are but 
few observing stations. From other stations and from 
partial records it appears likely that the total precipitation, 
rainfall and snowfall in the upper part of the watershed is 
35 to 40 in. or more, whereas on the lower part, which is 
also narrower, the annual precipitation is somewhat less. 
There are no data on run-off, but it is safe to estimate that 
for the head-water area it amounts to 12 in. or more per
annum.

There are various methods of flood control of a river.
Deepening of the channel and the construction of dykes 
along the banks allows a large increase in the volume of 
the water passing. Another method is to raise the general 
level of the banks which are to be kept above water, 
such methods are palliative only and benefit the immediate 
locality only. A much better method is to remove the cause 
of floods by impounding near the sources. It is apparent 
that this method is not applicable to all rivers. Certain topo
graphical conditions are essential to its success, as also 
definite general conditions of the drainage area. Impounding 
must be at locations where a large part of the flow of the 
entire river can be arrested, and for a reservoir the valley 
must contain an extended basin with high enough banks 
and a reasonably narrow neck, again with high banks, for 
the construction of a dam.

The only possible method by which uniformity of flow 
approach to such uniformity, can be secured, is by

All

or an
storing surplus waters in seasons of flood and releasing 
them in seasons of drought. It may be stated that as a 
general rule a sufficient amount of storage can be artificially 
created in the valley of any stream to rob its floods of 
their destructive character, but it is equally true that the 
benefits to be gained will not ordinarily justify the cost.

The determining factors in the control of the flow of a 
river by storage are :—

(1) The flood flow of the river.
(2) The amount of sustained flow, for low-water period, 

that can be provided for. And further :—
(3) The cost, including the value of the area flooded 

as compared with the benefits to be derived.
(4) The situation of the storage basin : whether it 

can be placed so as to have enough contributory drainage 
area and at the same time properly control a sufficient 
length of the river to. make it worth while.

(5) The character of the water to be impounded, 
whether it is clear or so charged with sedimçnt that silting 
will unduly shorten the life of the works.

From general indications it appears that the Grand 
River is peculiarly well adapted for storage control, and 
that the required works can be carried out at a cost to make 
them well worth while. Before definite conclusions can be 
drawn, however, it is necessary that much more detailed 
and extensive examinations should be made.

CANADIAN ENGINEERApril 635THE
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MODERN INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING 
SYSTEMS.

confirms thatObservation extending over many years 
all larger floods come primarily from the head-water area and 
extend the length of the river, as naturally occurs by 

of the wider expanse of this area and the greater 
precipitation there It is evident, therefore, that control of 
the yield of the head-water area will enable prevention of 
the destructive crest of the flood throughout the length 

also reasonable maintenance of sustained

the P*'
manent standard illuminant for mills and manufa 
establishments is the opinion of Albert L. Pearson, e e a 
engineer, of Lockwood Greene & Co., as presente

read before the American Society of Mfe^Qwing

That the Tungsten lamp has already becomereason

ical
of the river, as 
flow for the whole river. Land condemnation for reservoir 
sites will be comparatively moderate in cost. The drainage 
area of the main river to the outlet of the Conestogo branch 
is approximately 460 square miles, while that of the Cones
togo branch is approximately 330 square miles. A storage 
basin of sufficient size located on the main river a short 
distance above the outlet of the Conestogo, another smaller 
one on the main river above Fergus, also a considerable 
storage basin on the Conestogo branch as near its outlet 

be—these three basins with a total dischargeable
cubic feet,

recent paper
Engineers at the Boston Engineers’ Club. The 
remarks are taken from this paper :

For certain work in which line distinction or c^-site, 
in combination with wide diffusion is the prime req ^ ^ 
the mercury arc is a close competitor. One princip ^ 
jaction to the mercury arc, however, is the entire oU
red light waves in its spectrum. A fluorescent r ^ 
which will -supply to a certain extent these missing reo ^ 
makes the light more natural and at the same 1 s 
objectionable. On the other hand, the Tungsten lamp ^gb 
a nearly white light, approaching the ideal sunlight. ^ 
efficiency and ready adaptation to varying mtaasiti ^ ^

standard lighting

as may
capacity of, say, 2,500,000,000 to 3,000,000,000 
would, it is estimated, suffice to catch the destructive part 
of any flood, and would have enough contributory drainage 
area to give a sustained flow of 400 to 500 cubic feet per 
second below the outlet of the Conestogo branch. Storage 
also on the Eramosa-Speed and on the Nith tributaries could 

only materially better this result for the main river 
below their respective outlets, but give required flood pro
tection to the large population centres, especially on the

partly account for its adoption as a
In addition to providing a suitable form o-f 'a®P’tbe 

deal of attention and careful study is now give ^ 
of the lighting system itself. (be

give uniform illumination a 1 
sible> 

ch

a

great
proper arrangement
should be arranged to
working plane, avoiding shadows as far as pos 
paying particular attention to the requirements of ea^ 
chine and each operation. White walls and ceilings 
vantageous, and add to the effectiveness of any * t„ 
arrangement. With modern individual drive it is Pos tbe 

clearer of belts and shafting than W1 ^s. 
drive, thus benefiting the lighting ^ 

On account of glare, low, exposed units sb°Uw^ere 
be avoided wherever possible, and in places ^

Wb case*

not

Speed, as well.
The definite data to be obtained are
Extended records of rainfall and snowfall at various 

points throughout the drainage area, and particularly on the 
head-water area.

Continuous stream-gauging at a sufficient number of 
points in the main river and branches to determine the 
run-off factor, as also rapidity of run-off.

Full topographical survey of possible storage basins 
and examination by test borings of dam site for each basin.

Delimitation of the upper river drainage area and of 
the head-water areas of the branches.

ad"

keep the rooms 
mechanical or group
tern.
course,
lamps hung low down are necessary, reflectors 
entirely conceal the filaments should be used, 
a few lamps well placed close to the ceiling will 
the effect of light and darkness.

In such
overco»6

should be carefully deternal11 
Mr. Pears » 

itself*

The position of lamps 
both as to spacing and mounting height, 
lieves that each problem must be considered by 1 
says that no general rule can be given, even for Plan ® a„y 
the same work, as changes in layout will greatly a of 
system of illumination, but that in general the n^ tbe 
the lamp above the floor should be such that, W1 
spacing available, the lines representing the ang es croSS 

illumination with a given type of reflector wl

BRICK PAVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS.
doi»*The American Society of Municipal Improvement has 

published standard specifications for brick pavements as 
adopted by the society at its last annual convention. An in
teresting paragraph of the specifications is that the brick 
shall not lose of their weight more than 22 per cent, when 
submitted to the rattler test.

Samples of brick of uniform shape and appearance are 
required to be taken from each car (estimated at 10,000 
brick). Brick having defects that would cull them shall not 
be used. Three grades of samples shall be tested—one of 
the softest, one of the medium and one of the hardest burn
ed. If all of the tests overrun 22 per cent, loss, the car shall 
be rejected. If one or two of the tests overrun, another test 
of said grade or grades shall be made. Should only one of 
these tests overrun 22 per cent, loss, the contractor may cull 
said grade, provided they do not exceed 10 per cent, of the 
amount of the brick in the car, and deliver the balance on 
the improvement. Otherwise the whole car will be rejected. 
In order to prevent the continued shipments of inferior brick, 
only two cars of two separate shipments of any make of 
any brick will be tested, 
quirements stated above, said make of brick will bei rejected 
for this improvement.

Among the cities which permit no more than 22 per cent. 
Joss by abrasion are Baltimore, Grand Rapids, Akron, To
ledo, Newark, Philadelphia, etc. Only 21 per cent, loss is 
allowed by Chicago, Indianapolis, Canton and Columbus.

mum
at the working plane.• s de-

The amount of light and the arrangement of 
pends also upon the nature of the work and the f0r
of the machines. Good lighting should provide sa 
employees, better sanitary conditions, and, in many 
better quality of work and increase in products 
best lighting should be provided for the most P of 
processes. In places where good light is not rcc|U^oUslÿ 
where it is used for a comparatively short time, 0 ^ tj»e 
it is not necessary to invest as much for this part 
equipment as in places where light is required °r 
periods or is depended upon for quality in the xvor

arbitrarily as
The day of working out a lighting system 

so many watts per square foot of floor space or so c<,p-
be made of tDC 

both

iïiapy
Should they fail to meet the re-

A study mustfoot candles is passed.
ditions and a layout designed which will prove # 
nomical and give the best illumnation. 1 he < 1S ^tage 
systems also should be designed to secure as R°° vva5<e 
regulation as possible and circuits arranged to ehmin 
of power for lighting any sections not in use.

ec°'
tii^

k
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BOOK REVIEWS.
1,6 Ele|nents By J. Grossman,. of Chemical Engineering.

^•A., Ph.D., F.I.C., with preface by Sir Wllha 
Ramsay, K.C.B., F.R.S. Cloth ; second edition; 5 
lustrations. Price, $i net. Charles Griffin & Com- 
Pany, London, Eng.

Reviewed by j. Watson Bain, B.A.Sc.*
°f a Matter of common remark that the superintende
^iversv 0Ur factories are being drawn from the ran s 
cW. “y graduates, and this is particularly true m 
ticeshin • industries. After a more or less lengthy appr®°a 
8ood . n the laboratory and in the factory, the man 
Usually Cj D*cal training and a sufficiency of common se 
*«h 4drel°ps into a valuable official, and the rap 
‘he raDlch this end is attained depends very largely P 
ïpparati, Which a familiarity with routine °Pera‘1°n’’ u_ 
Petits em *1S acquircd- In the school or university the
0f 8laSs P °yed are small and easily handled, w i e 
^‘‘h corr3n<^ porcelain overcomes the difficulty 0 
ltl8 the °SlVe Hquids. The college graduate then, on 
&,oblemPla';ufacturing field, finds himself confronted J ^
^attrial " lich arise in the handling of large quan 

end ’ and » is here that valuable time is often 
'St Wh0 flV°r t0 c°Pe with changed conditions. To t e 
> ha7nnds himself in’such circumstances or 
phetni °t yet graduated, Dr. J. Grossman’s Elem
0rn». Cal Enninoo,;__>, v- assistance. ^r-

4t‘0ratoJ nas Set himself to bridge the gap •
-h= factory, ,„d h„ produced a she,

6r- TbpIS Wlth the subject in a clear and interesting 
at*tus w;.C,0mparison °f the simple forms of la ora iQ a 

fash' ‘h'hr factory equivalents is _emp a*iz a$ t0 
a e C0Hstn°n and assists materially in acquiring i e

and uses of the latter. The «****££ 
^ carried °ntlnually to the differences between an op 
j, on a ?Ut 0n a small scale in the laboratory an veS 
h^Ular arge scale in the factory ; such emphasis

emendation in view of the not infrequent 
ttaUt d.- • arise from a lack of appreciation 

Tv lStln«ion.

between the

of this im-

ticularly valu- 
to him that

the Uni

on technical research is par 
y°ung students and will suggest

y^of°?ate Prof
of Applied Chemistry atessor

°ronto.

manufacturing materials are not pure, that the solubilities of 
his ingredients are important and that careful experiment 
must be carried out in the devising of a factory process. The 
actual design cannot be treated in a volume of this size, and 
the student is referred to the more extended literature deal
ing with this phase. The fact that there is no other short 
treatise in English which covers the same field will make this 
book a welcome addition to the library of the young chemical 
engineer.

The illustrations are numerous and well chosen, while 
the author advises his readers to make a collection of cata
logues and price lists.

Electrical Machine Design. By Alexander M. Gray, B.Sc., 
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, Mc
Gill University, Montreal. Publishers, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 239 West 39th Street, New York. 
Cloth ; 500 pages, with illustrations and charts. 
Price, $4 net.

Reviewed toy J. A. Johnson.*
In the preface to this work the author states : “The study 

and design is of the utmost importance to all students, be
cause only by such a study can a knowledge of the limita
tions of machines be acquired.” A statement of this sort is 
very apt to be made by specialists who happen to hold pro
fessional positions. Each one seeming to believe that his 

particular subject is the one really essential one. If 
allowed to have their way students would have

own
they all were
to devote their lives to preparing for their life work. It cer
tainly is arguable, that engineers would do better to have a 
knowledge of the limitations of machines ; that, in fact, the 

in design comes from the demands of those big-progress
minded men who know nothing about the limitations of ma
chines, but do know what they want and keep after it till 
somebody finds out that the so-called limitations are no 
limitations after all.

The book is of approximately 500 pages divided into four 
sections and forty-nine chapters. The four sections are re
spectively of direct current machinery, alternator and 
synchronous, polyphase, and induction motors and trans
formers. The method followed is, as to each section : First, 
the consideration of the theory of operation followed by a 
description of the types and forms of construction ; considera
tion of characteristics of performance, procedure in design 
and typical specifications ; the latter would stand consider-

form. Mechanical design 
One chapter only is

able improvement, especially as to 
is not gone into except incidentally, 
devoted to the consideration of a few of the fundamental me
chanical problems.

The author states that the work was compiled as a 
of lectures. Its value as a text-book would seem to be con
fined pretty largely to the use of special students of design, 
as it seems rather too voluminous to find a place in the regu- 

for all students, except at the expense of time that

course

lar course

* Electrical Engineer, Ontario Power Company, Niagara 
Falls, Ont.
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Collet6’
inches;

A Handbook of English for Engineers. By Wilbur 
Sypherd, Professor of English in Delaware 
Flexible leather cover; 314 pages; 4X7 
Scott, Foresman & Company, Chicago and 

York. Price, $1.50 net.

New

of tbiS
The author’s aim and hope that the contents ^ 

book should be “of practical assistance to engineers 1 
lege classes and the early years of professional life 5afjn'g 
most certainly be fulfilled. He has apparently, in Prep ^ 
the book, carefully read the available literature on tb®ctj„g 
ject and been painstaking in partly compiling and s« 
from same. The book should be very useful in htg tj,e
gineering classes and will doubtless find a place °n 

shelves of many engineers. ^
The book contains five chapters, dealing respectively pe,

M“baniS«*
Tecbn

col"

en-

itb

General Problems of Engineering Writing, 
tails Common to the Various Forms of Technical ical
Business Letters, Reports, and Articles for 
Journals.

of tecb|

writing. In the second chapter directions for the use 
breviations, punctuation marks, capital letters, etc. 
gineers desirous of strengthening their English these 

chapters are likely to be most serviceable.

The first chapter touches on the problems

th<
The third chapter, on business letters, briefly state5nI)d'

corresP"main principles governing successful, business 
ence and supplies examples of good and bad usage. ^ 
is, however, no mention of methods of drawing spec 
phasis to points under consideration. ( fe

The fourth chapter contains a systematic treatm ^ 
rhetoric of engineering reports. The author discuss®^ fe. 
general essentials of reports ; then gives more fully ^ 
quirements of reports on tests, reports on inspection 
and periodical reports, with examples of each kind. ,5, 

The fifth chapter deals with articles for technical l°^.cjes, 
He divides his subject into short articles and longer 
including under the former editorials, summaries a

invention5,

chui"1"

-fbcie
en>'

stracts, book review and explanations of new

It is a book dealing with a subject important 
engineer, and which in the first efforts to become te

Many aI -ei
jirp>

e»'
proficient is often sadly neglected by them, 
gineer, capably equipped technically, is sadly han 
for advancement in his profession by neglect of 
niceties of rhetoric as this book brings out. It wou u

this su

w»11

for those who have not given much thought to 
to possess themselves of the book.

The effects of the London County Council regulations^ 
skeleton framed buildings, and of those P

build108 
writing 

these

connection with
posed to be adopted by the council with regard to 
of reinforced concrete, have entailed the complete re- 
of the chapters dealing with these subjects, and as 
regulations may serve as models of their kind it bas 

thought desirable to give their text in full. ^

of the revised rep0~
Reinforced L

been

Due note has also been taken
the Royal Institute of British Architects on 
crete, as well as of the recommendations of the District 
veyors’ Association and of the recent work of the Eng 

ing Standards Committee.

Sur-

descri*
illustrate

from

Throughout the book, the endeavor has been to 
the essential principles of good construction and to 
them by typical examples selected as far as possible 

actual practice.
No further comment is needed on the merits of this 

than the fact that with the present issue it will have rea

book
cbed

a circulation of 52,000.

would be more profitably spent otherwise if broad-gauge, 
open-minded engineers rather than specialists are the object 
of the trade.

Building Construction and Drawing. (Elementary Course.)
By Charles F. Mitchell, Lecturer on Building Con
struction to Regent Polytechnic, London, Eng. ; 
Head Master of the Polytechnical School, assisted 
by Geo. A. Mitchell, A.R.I.B.A. Cloth; 472 pages; 
7x4% inches; about 1,100 illustrations; eighth edi
tion; by D. VanNostrand & Company.
$1.50 net.

The book aims to give with conciseness and accuracy a 
statement of the principles which should govern the execution 
and building work. The authors wish it to be equally valu
able as a 'guide for students engaged in building. The con
tents comprise of fourteen chapters including Instruction to 
Beginners, Brickwork, Masonry, Girders, Joints in Carpen
try; Floors, Partitions, Wood Roofs, Composite Roofs, Iron 
and Steel Roofs ; Joinery Plumbing, Slating and Tiling, 
Building Quantities, and Memoranda. A few exercises are 
included in each chapter, and the appendix contains an index 
and treats with the Examination Papers and Syllabus of the 
English Board of Education. It contains the subject matter 
of previous editions carefully revised and subjects not hither
to treated or emphasized are : Isometric Projection, Mono
lithic Brickwork, Bonding of Brick Footings, Hollow or 
Storm Walls, Facing Bond, Fixing Bricks, Example of Face 
Jointing in Masonry, Polishing of Marbles, Calculations of 
strengths of Timber Pillars, Expansion Joints for Girders 
and Trusses, Quotations from the L.C.C. General Powers 
Act, 1909, Prevention of Dry Rot, Relative Position of Mem
bers in a Typical Roof, Ferro-Concrete for Roof Construc
tion, Description of Door Hinges, and the New Rules (1910) 
for the Admeasurement of Slating and Tiling.

The present issue is the eighty-seventh thousandth which 
speaks for itself as to its usefulness and appreciation by 
those interested in building construction.

Price,

Building Construction.—A text book on the principles and de
tails of modern construction for the use of students 
and practical men (advanced and honor courses). By 
Charles F. Mitchell, Lecturer of Building Construction 
to Regent Polytechnic, London, Eng., Head Master of 
the Polytechnical School, assisted by Geo. A. 
Mitchell, A.R.I.B.A. Seventh edition revised and 
much enlarged ; 885 pages ; 800 illustrations ; cloth. 
Price, $2.50 net.

The authors state that since the publication of the sixth 
edition considerable advances have been made in knowledge 
of building materials and methods of construction, thereby 
rendering it necessary to again revise and amplify and bring 
their book into line with current practice. Calculations have 
been rechecked ; fresh examples added, and the text revised, 
and neither labor stinted nor counsel disregarded to make 
the new edition deserving of the approbation bestowed upon 
the former issues.

It contains 28 chapters. The chapter subjects are : Limes 
and Cements ; Concrete ; Asphalt ; Plastering ; Stones ; 
Bricks ; Tiles ; Terracotta and Stoneware ; Iron and Steel ; 
Timber; Paints and Varnishes; Glass; Foundations; Brick
work; Flues; Fire-places and Tall Chimneys; Masonry; 
Carpentry; Half-timbered Work; Pillars; Columns and 
Stanchions; Graphic Statics; Girders; Fire-resisting Con
struction; Reinforced or Ferro-Concrete; Joinery; Stairs 
and Hand Rails ; Sanitation Water Supply ; Hot Water Ap
paratus and Ventilation ; Electric Bells and Lighting.

;
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Bureau
of Railway Economics. Bulletin No. 45. 30

lYi ^^ress, Washington, D.C.

BeaitlUniC,pal Bu|letin. Issued by the Ohio State Board of 
' > Columbus, Ohio. Vol. 3, No. 2.

Municipal

pa?es.

Bulletin. Issued by the Ohio State Board of 
Columbus, Ohio. Vol. 3, No. 3.

,,s nati"S Engineer. Special gas centenary number. 
S) 32 Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Canal

health,

■Hum!
Addr

Statistics for 1912. hi pages; issued by the De- 
°f Railways and Canals, Ottawa, Ont.

^Manitoba Engineer. Published by the Engineering So- 

1 e University of Manitoba. 80 pages.
State ®S°Urces of Tennessee. April issue. Published by the 

e Ceologkai
Métallurgie

Partment

ciet

Survey. Address, Nashville, Tenn.
Journal published by the Society of En- 

and Industries, 20 rue Turgot, Paris, France.
C°mmissioner

Add

^eers

of Works’ Report. Seventh report. 27
ress, Department of Works Office, "Toronto.

Pa&es.

°f Commissioner of Public Roads, State of New
ending 1912. Cloth ; 6x9 inches ; 160 pages;

diversity of
tyj- pa^es.

Sc°nsin.

s^er,°an Society of Mechanical Engineers. Journal of

Address, 29 West 39th Street,

Wisconsin. Bulletin of summer 
Issued by University of Wisconsin, M

the
Y°rkyc|t°yr. APriI’

of An*er|0an
X y S°Ciet

1913-

Institute of Electrical Engineers. Proceedings 
Address, 33 West 39* Street,y. April, 1913.

AmIk City-

'he proer,Can Society of Civil Engineers.
s?th Strpeedings of the Society. 620 pages. Apply 220 West 

, 6t- New York .City.

t>Cpartmatl0n' (Part of Part VI.). Annual report 
,23 pa,ge®nt of the Interior for year 1912, together with maps. 

F Address, Ottawa.
by E- J. Zavitz, Professor of Forestry 

STicuit °" 2°9) ; 30 pages ; issued by the Department 
Ain re* 'Yor0nto= Ontario, 

r^d a 'Can Waterworks Association.
'yin, . Convention. Apply to 

/ State Street, Troy, N.Y.

^0va Dartment 
lie w S°

W°rks

March issue of

of the

the
M.Secretary,

for Province ofof Mines. Annual report 
Ia* '912. Prepared bv the Commissioner of u 

■' and Mines, Halifax, N.S.
^as Wells Through Workable Coal Beds. BuiU 
By G. s. Rice and O. P. Hood. Issued by the 

esi Washington, D.C.
!°r pebr(!lary of Commerce and Finance of the United States 

e$tic ç ry> 1913. Issued by the Bureau of Farm an 
C0nf rn'ncrce, Washington, D.C.

Ssi°n. 6r®nce Rulings of the Interstate Commerce 
sUed No. 6; cancels and includes Bulletin
v_ Drd 1, 1913, at Washington, D.C. 

at«s f0!W and Expenses of Steam Roads in the 
PeCt0r C0 6Cember> 1912. Bulletin No. 49 ; iss.ued ,y " 

Ceo nitnerce Commission, Washington, D.C.
5raph'c Board of Canada. Eleventh report for year 

epaftlQl2' A supplement to the annual report 0 

°f Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa. 24° P‘

com-
Is

Re
St United

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED. Ignition of Mine Cases by Filaments of Incandescent 
Lamps. Bulletin 52. By H. H. Clark and L. Ilsley. Issued 
by Department of Interior, Bureau of Mines, Washington, 
D.iC.

Patents. Illustrated official journal of patents for Great 
Britain, April 2, 1913.1 Issued by the Patent Office, 
Southampton Building, Chancery Lane, London, W.C 
Price 6d.

Patents. Illustrated official journal of patents for Great 
Issued by the Patent Office, 

Southampton Building, Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 
Price, 6d.

Apparatus for the Exact Analysis of Flue Cas. Technical 
paper No. 31. By G. A. Burrell and F. M. Siebert. Issued by 
the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Washing
ton, D.iC.

Britain, March 19, 1913.

Report of Board of Commissioners, Water and Lighting 
Department of the City of Harrisburg, Pa.
annual report, for 1912. Apply, Commissioners’ Office, Har
risburg, Pa.

Metal Mine Accidents in the United States for the Year 
1911.—Technical Paper Number 40; 54 pages; compiled by 
A. H. Fay, Department of the Interior of the Bureau of 
Mines, Ottawa, Ont.

International Geological Congress.

T wenty-fifth

Second circular, 
Canadian edition of the programme of the coming meeting 
of the International Geological Congress, in Canada, 
mer of 1913. 45 pages.

sum-
Apply to the secretary, Victoria

Memorial Museum, Ottawa, Ont.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

Corrugated Pipe Company.—Thirty-page catalogue, 8x5 
inches. Address, Stratford, Ont.

American Locomotive Company.—Bulletin No.
Mikado type locomotive built for Chesapeake and Ohio Rail
way.

1,012.

Concrete in Farming Improvements.—Sixteen-page 
phlet, published by the Canada Cement Company, Montreal, 
Quebec.

pam-

Castings. A reference for buyers of foundry equipment 
and supplies ; Vol. 12, No. 1. Published by the Gardner 
Printing Company, Caxton Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

Chicago Giant Rock Drill, Tappet Type.—Bulletin No.
137. 16 pages ; illustrated. Published by the Chicago Pneu
matic Tool Company, 1010 Fisher Building, Chicago, 111.

Chicago Giant Rock Drill, Mountings.—Bulletin No.
138. 10 pages; illustrated. Published by the Chicago Pneu
matic Tool Company, 1010 Fisher Building, Chicago, 111.

Chicago Giant Rock Drill, Appurtenances.—Bulletin No. 
16 pages ; illustrated. Published by the Chicaga Pneu-139-

matic Tool Company, 1010 Fisher Building, Chicago, 111.
Dolarway Pavements.—JVell illustrated catalogue, 9x6 

inches ; 34 pages. Important to everyone interested in pave
ments. Apply, Dolarway Paving Company, Whitehall Build
ing, New York City.

Universal Bulletins.—Published by Uuiversal Portland 
Cement Company. 10 pages ; illustrated. Apply, Publicity 
Bureau of Universal Portland Cement Company, 72 West 
Adam Street, Chicago, 111.

The Labor Saver.—Publication issued monthly by Green 
Publishing Company in the interests of the mechanical 
handling of material for Stephens-Adamson Manufacturing 
Company. Address, Aurora, 111.
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• the title

Refined Asphalt for Municipal Paving Plants is ^ fe.
of a very interesting 22-page pamphlet which we a ^ 
ceived from the American Asphaltum & Rubber Co®PmatioD 
Chicago. The pamphlet contains a good deal of inforateriaL 
concerning the qualities of asphalt as a paving ®raCtor5 
City engineers, roadway engineers and paving con ^ ai- 
would do well to secure a copy, which can be doneny 6<X> 
dressing the American Asphaltum and Rubber ComPa ^eral 
Harvester Building, Chicago, 111. ; the Canadian 
Rubber Company, Canadian Express Building,
Que., or the Canadian Mineral Rubber Company, 5°3 
Building, Winnipeg, Man.

The Lagonda Reseating Machine.—Bulletin G i- a 
trated pamphlet, 6x9 inches ; describing construct^ 
use of the Lagonda Manufacturing Company’s Porta ^cej 
borundum wheel for removing soot and scale from t 
of caps and tube ends on boilers. These wheels are 
by either electric, water, steam or air motors and t e ^ in 
graphs showing actual cleaning operations greatly a ^ ^ 
understanding the value of this reseating machine ^ c3pS 
in'g a steam and water-tight joint when replacing 
on B. & W. and similar boilers after having been T^resS' 
for tube cleaning purposes. Copies may be had by 
ing the company at Springfield, Ohio. ■ryp*'''

Peebles Alternating Motors, Polyphase Induction 
Pamphlet No. 16 B. 25 pages ; 8x10 inches. E'g^ ^ 7 
ent types of standard machines dealt with on pages <Je- 
of the pamphlet. The company are always prepare ^ 
sign machines to meet special conditions. A very ^ ^ ^id* 
fication of the motors is given in the pamphlet, toge 
illustrations of various parts and of some of the ^

In addition, outim6 
e weight and ile fu1’

High-Grade Engineering Instruments.—Illustrated pam
phlet, 8x5 inches ; 72 pages. A very complete list with in
structions as to adjustments. Published by the Hanna Manu
facturing Company, Troy, N.Y.

Jeffrey Swing Hammer Pulverizer. Bulletin No. 31 L. A 
typical and practical machine for reducing ground lime
stone for agricultural purposes. Size, 9x6 inches ; illus- 

Issued by the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company,

of

trated.
Columbus, Ohio.

eViM°Dtr
Canad

Co-operative Information Bureau, of Boston.—Bulletin 
No. 4, giving aims and officers of this society, organized in 

voluntary association of persons and organizations
nias-

19125 a . ,for mutual assistance in the ascertainment of sources and
places of information.

Ransome Concrete Machinery Company, Dunellen, 
N.J., have issued a well-illustrated 80-page general catalogue 
covering the entire Ransome line, which includes every piece 
of equipment necessary in a complete concrete plant. This 
catalogue will be sent to anyone interested upon request. 
Write the nearest office of the company for a copy of the 
“Red Book.”

The

A new standard price list on “Sterling” new code rubber- 
wire has been issued by the Standard Underground

The
covered .
Cable Company, of Canada, Limited, Hamilton, Ont. 
price list is in convenient and durable booklet form, printed 

colors, and gives prices on their “Sterling” wire for 
cents for solid and stranded 
Appended are explanatory

in two
bases ranging from 13 to 20 
wire of all commercial sizes.

list of electric wire cables and cable accessories 
The price list will be sent

notes and a 
manufactured by this company, 
on request to the company.

ill*5'
types of motor referred to above.

Mining Accessories.—The British aïs»of every size which they manufacture are ------
lists of technical data for 50 and 25-cycle motors a ra0geS 
given, machines being dealt with for three separate^ ^ 
of voltage from no up to 3,500 volts, at speeds of 1 jop^1 
down to 150 r.p.m. Issued by Bruce Peebles &
Limited, Edinburgh, Scotland. , se^

Messrs. Cent & Company, of Leicester, EnglaD ’ de-
us their catalogues Nos. 4, 5 and 6. Catalogue N°; fcf 
voted to a description of their Tell-Tale clocks, desi^ fat
checking the movements of watchmen in warehoti ^jr 
tories, mills, etc. Catalogue No. 5 is devot to a ^ 
tion of their silent electric impulse clocks an elec ^ ^yd5, 
clocks, which are suitable for public buildings of a ^ etC' 
such as fire halls, municipal buildings, railroad sta 1 ^ ^ 
Catalogue No. 6 is devoted to their water level in ica^j iflc 
alarms, the object of these being to indicate and teC^0$’. 
by inch the variations in depth of water in distant re 0 
wells, rivers, docks, etc. The Canadian represen ^e\i * 
Messrs. Gent & Company are Messrs. E. A.
Company, P.O. Box 223, Hamilton, Ont.

Bitumen Cable and
Insulated and Helsby Cables, Limited, of Prescot, Lanca- 

of whom the iCanadian British Insulated 
the sole Canadian repre

shire, England,
Company, Limited, of Montreal, 
sentatives, have forwarded a copy of their catalogue on bitu
men cables and mining accessories. The catalogue is a mosu 
handsome one typographically, and the illustrations show very 
clearly the different types of cables and the many wiring ac
cessories incidental to mining work manufactured by the 
company. Copies of the catalogue may be secured by ad
dressing the Canadian British Insulated Company, Montreal.

are

The Engineering Works of Canada, Limited, Montreal,
send us a copy of their catalogue “G,” which is devoted to

The catalogue contains aalternating current generators.
very carefully prepared and illustrated description of the 
construction of these generators and will no doubt be read 
with a great deal of interest by electrical engineers all over 
Canada. These generators are built under the patents of the 
“Société Alsacienne de Constructions Mécaniques.” The 
pamphlet contains 20 6 x 9 pages, and is very fully illustrated, 
and any reader interested may obtain a copy by addressing 
the Engineering Works of Canada, Limited, New Birks 
Building, Montreal, Que.

of ^
Catalogue of book “Essentials of Electricals ^ 

tricity.” Text book for wiremen on electrical trades-^ ^ 
H. Timble. 271 pages ; 224 figures ; cloth. Price, 
Publishers, John Wiley & Sons, New York.

Catalogue of book “Steam Engineering.”
R. King. 450 pages ; 177 figures ; cloth.
Publishers, John Wiley & Sons, New York.

(BA »

Strauss Direct Lift Bridge is the title of a very attrac
tively gotten-up bulletin which we have received from the 
Strauss Bascule Bridge Company, of Chicago. It contains 
a very interesting illustrated description of the Strauss direct 
lift bridge which involves an application of the counter
balancing mechanism of the Strauss bascule to the vertical 
lift bridge. The pamphlet, which contains 22 pages, is illus
trated by means of a colored half-tone and several line draw
ings, and no doubt bridge engineers will be interested in 
seeing this pamphlet, copies of which, we understand, can 
be secured by addressing the Strauss Bascule Bridge Com
pany, ?p4 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

price,

ed1"
Messrs. Vickers, Limited, have been coming® ^5 

build a Parseval airship for the Admiralty the 
pay royalties to the German company o every a;rd^ 
build. The Admiralty are naturally anxious that a arrjv^ 
for the navy shall be built in Britain, and after the 
the first Parseval the remainder will be built to En

o-
 g.

bo
- 

G
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feet per second, not utilized under the Burton law, remain 
under the jurisdiction of the conservation commission. The 
bill would vest in the conservation commission authority 
over measurements of waters diverted and would provide severe 
penalties for violation.

COAST TO COAST.

Gr Vancouver, B.C.—An engineering party of the Pacific 
Co at Eastern Railway under the direction of S. A. Dice, has 
thro^ ete<^ tbe location between the Second Narrows
is Vancouver to Point Atkinson lighthouse, and
New°W en^a8'ed on similar work between the lighthouse and 
evidP°rt at the head of Howe Sound. This Is regarded as 
„n.ence of the intention of P. Welsh, the contractor, to 
dej 6rtake construction on the lower section without further 

H has now been definitely established that the maxi- 
pe. &rades between those two points will not exceed one 
,ue *’ent . The route will follow the shore line virtually all 
IDst 3y and will only be a few feet above high-water mark, 
rail» °* winding past the Point Atkinson lighthouse the 
u„u 3y wi11 cut through a natural draw east of the light- 
Newn* then strike Howe Sound and follow it all the way to 
tion °r.t' The project of bridging several of the indenta- 
stean 3 coast has been abandoned and the roa in

, Wl11 he through a number of tunnels, one of them to 
cutofr°Ut ^2° feet long, thus making several advantageous 
Will hS construction from the lighthouse to Newport
rtiiiag.6 e.XCeedingly heavy, as the cost of considerable 0 t e 
locaf 6’ ** *s estimated, will be at least $100,000 a mile. e 
0eOr°n lhe line between Lillooet and the vicinity of Fort 
Wor]_ 6’ a distance of zgo miles, is now in progress. 
r°Ute n°W be*n®> undertaken is on the lower section of t e 
Uzidertn?rt^ Lillooet, actual construction on which is to e 
Bloyeda .en this summer. Eleven hundred men are now em 
South /n tbe vari°us camps along the route from Li 00c 
^iton^h®’ ^eat°n and Anderson Lakes and beyond to em

0 “ortage.
ttawa, Ont,—Chief Engineer Bowden of the Railways 

c*)9ri>pan?,S department, and Engineer Weller, who is in 
a tripwork on the Welland Canal, have returned from 
a°d in . ama> where they spent the past month studying 
e*eHiDlVfiSt'ffatins' the latest engineering developments as
the fied 0n the Panama Canal, with a view to applying 

anv;aS t0 tke new Welland undertaking. The ^over°^e” 
canai °US for the Welland to be the latest word m mode 
°»Ce on ®struction. The two engineers are starting wor 
called f estfiming the canal construction, and tenders wi 
feady n,°r,n as soon as possible. The preliminary wor v m 
?nd thP I Under way, the route having been deci e 
SoSsiK,rSt surVeys being also about complete, t is a 

,year, w\f°r the contractors to get more than a start this 
of tbe next five years will see great activity a 0 

^anal th V*3*8, ditch” across the Niagara pcnmsu a.
!°r a Ion1 iS be*n8 planned is designed to meet future 
“s kind 1r Peri°d, and will be one of the greatest works 

Nla °n continent.
<W 8a/a Falls> Ont—Regulation by the state 

kiver ,° water which may be diverted from the 13 
t°Ses WiiTv the Fails on the American side for p°^. ity 
Leader vv be provided for in a bill introduced by MaJ 
>h e^er, of the United States Senate. The measur ,
Car«hodv °dled the recommendations of Attorney-Gene^
pernor’ .recent’y submitted to the legislature 7
ractiCaii ln a special message, is désigné n0Vver

®'lr6oSesy aI1 outstanding grants for diversion or 
Xr r and t0 «mit diversions to the Niagara Fan 
Xhre ,®Pany and the Hydraulic Power Company- 1 
Dar>ies w.pComes law, future diversions by these 
lecond r * be restricted to 8,600 and 6,500 | whjch
X cont®?eCtive|y- These are the same restricts
a$t- Cv!ned in the Burt0n Act> WbiCh 6XT A J cubic 

V,Sl°n will be made that the remainder, 4>4°°

PERSONAL.

MR. GEO. SMITH, engineer of Lindsay, Ont., has been 
appointed town engineer of Midland, Ont.

MR. MERVIN D. HALLMAN, of Berlin, has been ap
pointed county road superintendent for the county of 
Waterloo.

MR. H. J. BOWMAN, M.Can.Soc.C.E., and partner of 
the firm of Bowman & Connor, consulting engineers, of To
ronto and Berlin, has been appointed engineer of the county 
of Waterloo., Ont.

MR. E. G. AITKEN, chief geographer of the Lands De
partment of British Columbia, has been elected a Fellow of 
the Royal Geographical Society of London. Mr. Aitken, who 
came to the provincial service from the Geological Survey 
Branch at Ottawa, has had long experience in the United 
States and also at the Edinburgh Geographic Institute.

STEWART McPHIE, of Hamilton, Ont., has formed a 
partnership including B. Frank Kelly and E. H. Darling as 
consulting engineers. Mr. McPhie was for several 
connected with the Hamilton Bridge Company. Mr. Darling 
is a mechanical engineer, graduate of Toronto University, 
and an associate member of the Canadian Society of Civil 
Engineers. Mr. Kelly is a member of the Ontario Associa
tion of -Architects.

MR. R. A. ROSS, acting manager of the Toronto Hydro- 
Electric System, has made the following appointments on the 
Hydro staff : Percy E. Hart, as electrical engineer ; J. Orr, 
general superintendent ; George Stevenson, general inspec
tor; Geo. Schwanger, as engineer of distribution; J. M. Mc- 
Neilly, superintendent of meter department ; R. J. Lee, 
tract agent ; J. B. Kitchen, engineer of operation department, 
and G. Devlin, as head salesman.

MR. H. H. COUZENS, general manager and electrical 
engineer of the corporation of Hampstead, London, Eng., 
has been appointed general manager of the Toronto Hydro- 
Electric System. Mr. Couzens has had a wide experience in 
the practical work of designing and carrying out of the 
construction work involved in the complete installation of 
electrical plants, having held important positions on an 
ascending scale with the corporations of Taunton, Bristol, 
West Ham, and Hampstead. He will assume his duties in a 
few weeks.

A. R. KETTERSON, A.M.iCan.Soc.C.E., and Associate 
of the Royal Technical College. Glasgow, Scotland, has been 
appointed assistant engineer under J. G. Sullivan of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway, looking after bridge works, western 
lines. Mr. Ketterson has been in the employ of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway about seven years. He commenced as field 
inspector on bridge work in Quebec, Ontario, Alberta and 
British Columbia. His next step up was the appointment as 
bridge draughtsman in the office of the engineer of bridges, 
Montreal, and his third rise was to the position of engineer, 
designing bridges in the same office. Mr. Ketterson left 
that position to come to Winnipeg.

The following engineers have been assigned to fixed 
districts in regards to the hydrographic work of the British 
Columbia government : F. W. Knewstubb, who surveyed the 
upper Columbia River watershed ; E. Davis, who reported on 
the watershed of the Kootenay, west of the Selkirks, and the 
Slocan River watersheds; Clifford Varcoe, who mapped the
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CANADIAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIES
ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.—President, R- vV' 

Edmonton ; Hon. Secretary, W. D. Cromarty, Edmonton, Alta. , 1. C- 
ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF LAND S U RVEYORS. -President. ton. 

Charlesworth, Edmonton ; Secretary and Registrar, R. W. Cautley, 
ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN LAND SURVEYORS 
: Garner, Regina ; Secretary-Treasurer, H. G. Phillips, Regina- ^ JAC' 
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF SASKATCHEWAN.—President,

Murchy : Secretary, Mr. McClung, Regina. oresid6*1,,'
BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIATION.--*:' 0.Ç- 

W. S. Drewry, Nelson, B.C. ; Secretary-Treasurer, S. A. Roberts, Victo 
BRITISH COLUMBIA SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.—President-* 

Horton; Secretary, John Wilson, Victoria, B.C. . g.
BUILDERS’ CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.—President. 

Nesbitt; Secretary-Treasurer, J. H Lauer, Montreal, Que. oresi dcn;'
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF STATIONARY ENGINEERS.on1, 

Wm. Norris, Chatham, Ont. ; Secretary, W. A. Crockett, Mount Ham petef
CANADIAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION—President^!

Gillespie, Toronto, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. Snaith, 57 Adeiai 
Toronto, Ont. . ATlO**

CANADIAN CLAY PRODUCTS’ MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIA 
President, W. McCredie ; Secretary-Treasurer, D. O. McKinnon, Toro '

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—President. A. A- Dion. 
Secretary, T. S. Young, 220 King Street W.. Toronto. . fhar^00'

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION.—President, Hon.W-A.v 
M.P., Toronto ; Secretary. James Lawler, Canadian Building, Ottawa- Qef\e(* 

CANADIAN GAS ASSOCIATION.—President, Arthur Hewitt’ sUfer. 
Manager Consumers’ Gas Company, Toronto ; John Kelilor. Secretary- 
Hamilton, Ont. _,presiden9j

CANADIAN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION. £ r, i' 
W. Doan, M.D., Harriets ville, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Francis 
Richmond Street West, Toronto. preside

THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE—198 College Street, Toronto. r 
J. B. Tyrrell ; Secretary, Mr. J. Patterson. presid6.,/

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.-Windsor Hotel, Montreal- r Hote> 
Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal; Secretary. H- Mortimer Lamb, Wino» 
Montreal. . n

CANADIAN PEAT SOCIETY.—President, J. McWilliam, "guild*08 
Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Arthur J. Forward, B.A., 22 Casti 
Ottawa, Ont. ^eT n^eideflt’ *THE CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.—Presto ^. 
Charles A. Hodgetts, Ottawa ; General Secretary, Major Lome Drum. ret3" 

CANADIAN RAILWAY CLUB.—President, James Coleman :
James Powell, P.O. Box 7, St. Lambert, near Montreal, P.Q.

CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.—:
Dubee, Montreal ; Secretary, Acton Burrows. 70 Bond Street, Toron

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FOREST ENGIN EERS.—President, Dr-^.g. 
Toronto. : Secretary, F. W. H. Jacombe, Department of the Interior, jjef' 

CENTRAL RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING CLUB.—Toronto, 1 Ttiesd*y 
G. Baldwin ; Secretary, C. L. Worth, 409 Union Station. Meets thi 
each month except June, July and August.

DOMINION LAND SURVEYORS.—President, Mr. R. A. Belanger. 
Secretary-Treasurer, E. M. Dennis, Dept, of the Interior, Ottawa. gec

EDMONTON ENGINEERING SOCIETY—President, J- Chalmers.

president’

Kettle River and Arrow Lakes watersheds ; O. F. D. Norring- 
ton, who surveyed the Okanagan watershed ; W. R. C. Mor
ris, who also reported on the Okanagan ; J. F. Rowlands, 
who reported on the Nicola River watershed; VV. R. Pils- 
worth, who surveyed the Thompson and Bonaparte Rivers.

Line’1

A. C.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERS (TORONTO SECTION).

The sixth regular meeting of the Toronto section of the 
American Institute of Electrical Engineers will be held at the 
Engineers’ Club, 96 King Street West, at 8 p.m., on Friday 
evening, April 25th, 1913.

Mr. E. E. F. Creighton, of the General Electric Com- 
Schenectady, N.Y., will address the meeting on “Elec- 

This address will deal with electrical
pany,
trical Protection.” 
disturbances and will be illustrated with numerous photo
graphs and experiments. H. T. Case, secretary, 709 Conti
nental Life Building, Toronto.

COMING MEETINGS.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS—Sixth regular 

meeting will be held at the Engineers’ Club. 96 King Street W.< April 25th, 1913. 
Secretary, H. T. Case. 709 Continental Life Building. Toronto.

"CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—Annual Convention will be 
held in Port William. June 23, 24 and 25. Secretary, T. S. Young. 220 King 
Street W., Toronto.

• THE INTERNATIONAL ROADS CONGRESS.—The Third International 
Roads Congress will be held in London, England, in June, 1913. Secretary, W. 
Rees Jeffreys, Queen Anne’s Chambers. Broadway, Westminster, London, S.W.

THE INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS.—Twelfth Annual 
Meeting to be held in Canada during the summer of 1913. Secretary, W- S- 
Lecky, Victoria Memoriam Museum, Ottawa

atrirf
President, P
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ary, B. F. Mitchell, City Engineer’s Office. Edmonton. Alberta.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY, TORONTO UNIVERSITY—

Mechin ; Corresponding Secretary, A. W. Sime. ^ ^ gea
ENGINEERS’ CLUB OF MONTREAL.—Secretary, C. M. Strange.

Hall Square, Montreal. „ . presidf. ,
ENGINEERS’ CLUB OF TORONTO.—96 King Street West, r evefil' 
lis Chipman ; Secretary, R- B. Wolsey. Meeting every Thurs ^ .

during the fall and winter months. - ^ a

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.—413 Dorchester Street 
President. Phelps Johnson; Secretary. Professor

Willis Chipman ; Secretary, R- B. Wolsey. Meeting every
ll£ LUC 1«11 A11U W 111 161 IllUUliUOl _ , Q'
INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS—President, *f^eCret9r 

Secretary, P. F. Rowell, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C- ; Ho • 
Treasurer for Canada, Lawford Grant, Power Building, Montreal, u gdb'j 

INSTITUTION OF MINING AND METALLURGY-—T 
Taylor ; Secretary, C- McDermid. London, England. Canadian 
Council —Prof. F. D. Adams, J. B. Porter, H. E. T. Haultain and vv- 
and Messrs W. H. Trewartha-James and J- B- Tyrrell.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION Ob 
—Secretary R. C. Harris, City Hall, Toronto.

MANITOBA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS— President, W- 
Winnipeg ; Secretary, R. G. Hanford. '

MANITOBA LAND SURVEYORS.—President, J. L. Doupe, 
Treasurer, W. B. Young, Winnipeg, Man

Montreal.West.
C. H. McLeod.
KINGSTON BRANCH—Chairman, A. K. Kirkpatrick; Secretary, L. W Gill ;

Headquarters: School of Mines, Kingston.
MANITOBA BRANCH.—Chairman, J. A. Hesketh; Secretary, E. E. Brydone- 
jack, 83 Canada Life Building, Winnipeg. Regular meetings on first Thursday 
of every month from November to April.
OTTAWA BRANCH-

177 Sparks St. Ottawa. Chairman, R. F. Uniacke, Ottawa ; Secretary, 
H. Victor Brayley, N.T. Ry., Cory Bldg. Meetings at which papers are 
read, 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of fall and winter months ; on other Wednes
day nights in monlh there are informal or business meetings,

QUEBEC BRANCH—Chairman, A. R. Decary ; Secretary, A. Amos; meet
ings held twice a month at room 40, City Hall.

TORONTO BRANCH—96 King Street West, Toronto. Chairman, E. A. James ;
last Thursday of the month at

president*Sffii'6'

iiffSeCe
usurer, W. a. Young, Winnipeg, man. cdney s'i<l£
NOVA SCOTIA MINING SOCIETY.—President, T. J. Brown. b>u 

C. B. ; Secretary, A. A. Hayward. ide„t, iV.
NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, HALIFAX— pr.®*er’s Of 

MacKenzie; Secretary, A. R. McCleave, Assistant Road Commissiu 
Halifax, N.S .

ONTARIO ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS-—President, - *
Ottawa ; Secretary. H. E. Moore, 195 Bloor St. E., Toronto. preS -M<

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATION- ^fcit 
N- Vermilyea, Belleville; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, J. E- Farew • 
Secretary Treasurer, G. S- Henry, Oriole. g, V°v

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIATION—President, J*
Thessalon ; Secretary, L. V. Rorke, Toronto. g guild*

TECHNICAL SOCIETY OF PETERBORO.—Bank of ConLm^fCOnt- >h, 
Peterboro. General Secretary, N. C. Mills, P.O. Box 995, Peterbo • ^ go^ 

THE PEAT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA—Secretary, Wm- «*•
New Drawer, 2263, Main P.O., Montreal.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS 
J. E. Ganier, No- 5. Beaver Hall Square, Montreal.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING SOCIETY.
President, W. Dalziel ; Secretary, J. C. Cameron. ou„rson«REGINA ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—President. A. J.McPner g.
Secretary, J- A. Gibson, 2429 Victoria Avenue, Regina. . ,eflt, "g*ll

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA.-Pre5' ver 
Russell, Winnipeg. Man. ; Hon. Secretary, Alcide Chausse, No. o- j,
Square. Montreal, Que. . « StgVf

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.—President, Prof. Louis 
Toronto ; Secretary, J.R. Collins, Toronto.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY—Wallace P. Cohoe.
Alfred Burton, Toronto, Secretary.

UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY OF APPLIED SCIENCE, —
VERSITY.-President, W. G. Mitchell ; Secretary, H. F. Cole. ^ pu>£> 

WESTERN CANADA IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION-—Presu^ui»' 
•shall, Edmonton, Alta. Permanent Secretary, Norman =>•

Secretary-Treasurer, A. Garrow.
Engineers’ Club-

CALGARY BRANCH—Chairman, H. B. Mucklestone; Secretary-Treasurer, 
P. M. Sauder.

VANCOUVER BRANCH—Chairman, G. E. G. Conway ; Secretary-Treasurer, 
F. Pardo Wilson. Address: 422 Pacific Building, Vancouver, B.C. 

VICTORIA BRANCH—Chairman, F. C- Gamble; Secretary. R. W. MacIntyre; 
Address P.O. Box 1290. Meets 2nd Thursday in each month at Club Rooms, 
584 Broughton Street.

Meets

redi*11’
C. P- -ye

MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATIONS
7YNTÂR10 MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION—President, Mayor Lees, Hamilton. 

Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. K. W. McKay, County Clerk, St. Thomas, Ontario.
ASSOCIATION OF RURAL MUNICIPALITIES— 

, Sask- ; Secy-Treasurer, E. Hingley,
.Se^

Pre^ckSnLAGe^?g! Thompson, Indian Head 

Radisson. Sask.
run AIRFRTA L. I. D. ASSOCIATION.—President, Wm Mason, Bon 

Accord Alta. Secy-Treasurer. James McNicol, Blackfalds, Alta.
thf UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALTIES.—President, Chase. 

Hooewell. Mayor of Ottawa; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D. Lighthall, K.C. 
Ex-Mayor of Westmount.

tup UNION OF NEW BRUNSWICK MUNICIPALITIES.-President, 
Councillor Siddall, Port Elgin; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer J. W. McCready, City
Cler,kTmnverOF°nNOVA SCOTIA MUNICIPALITIES.-President, Mr. A. S. 
MacMillan, Warden, Antigonish, N.S, ; Secretary, A. Roberts, Bridgewater. N.S.

itMinM r>F SASKATCHEWAN MUNICIPALITIES—President, Mayor 
Bee, Lemberg ; Secy-Treasurer, W. F. Heal, Moose Jaw.

iivinN OP BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPALITIES.-President, Mayor 
Planta. Nanaimo B C ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer. Mr. H. Bose, Surrey 
Centre, B.C*
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Marshall, Edmonton, Alta.
Box 1317, Calgary, Alta. . .. .

WESTERN CANADA RAI LWAY CLUB.—President, R. R* N'e‘nday' C
it ..................... . rt ii___ tntxn xit:___: w vi „ C»i-nn il IV1 u 1

OF ALBERTA MUNICIPALITIES. — President, F. P. Layton. 
Secretary-Treasurer, G. J. Kinnaird, Edmonton, Alta. 

MANITOBA MUNICIPALITIES—President, Reeve Forke, 
Secv-Treasurer, Reeve Cardale, Oak River, Man.

UNION 
Mayor of Camrose;

UNION OF 
Pipestone, Man. ;

W. H Rosevear, P.O. Box 1707, Winnipeg. Man. Second 
June. July and August at Winnipeg.


